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HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2015
Financial Capital
Annual distribution
growth of

NPI
growth of

Standing
NPI growth

10.8%

15.4%

R1.2bn

87.2%

6.3%

of equity issued
via rights offer
(oversubscribed)

of fixed debt

Committed
redevelopments

Committed
acquisitions

Traditional portfolio
tenant retention at

R1.1bn

R401m

89.9%

Manufactured Capital
Diversified into subSaharan Africa with a

R693.7m

Further inner-city
acquisitions of
inclusive
of inner-city retail
acquisitions of

R641m

investment in a JV

R261m

Intellectual Capital
Silver Footprint award for
Musgrave load shedding
campaign

CityKidz’ Lulama Gcuka
first prize Gauteng
Department of Education
Johannesburg Region
spelling BEE

Investment in AFHCO
system enhancement
setting the platform to
become the provider
of choice

Sound performance-driven
practices and personal
development plans
in place

67% of Directors from
previously disadvantaged
groups — 33% female

Human Capital
SA Corporate staff
successfully transferred and
retained via section 197
transfer with better to
matched benefits

Social and Relationship Capital
Retained

Level 4

BBBEE Rating

CityKidz — inner-city school
— expanded sponsorship and
guidance through provision
of accommodation to
facilitate growth

Permission obtained for
closure of Albert Street
Boulevard to facilitate
the creation of children’s
playground and
other recreation

Various community project
per the Sustainability Report
pages 48 — 53

Natural Capital
Reduced carbon footprint

8.3%

like-for-like portfolios

Partnered with the
Greenhouse Project to
promote the sustainable
construction and
living strategies
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Introduction
This 2015 SA Corporate Real Estate Limited (“SA Corporate”, “the Company”
or “the Group”) Integrated Annual Report has been prepared for the benefit
of our stakeholders. The aim is to create a well-defined and succinct overview of
the Group’s performance over the 12-month period ended 31 December 2015,
by portraying a holistic and integrated illustration of the Group’s performance.
Effective 1 July 2015 SA Corporate Real Estate Fund

n

scheme in property to a corporate Real Estate Investment

n

Trust (“REIT”) and disposed of all its assets and liabilities

groups, communities and other networks with a view

shareholders in the Company. The Group results contain
1 January 2015 to 30 June 2015 and the results of the
Company and its subsidiaries for the period 1 July 2015
to 31 December 2015.
The purpose of the report is to inform our stakeholders

Social and relationship capital – the institutions and
the relationships between and within our stakeholder

to the Company. Unitholders in the Fund became the
the results of the Fund and its subsidiaries for the period

Human capital – the competencies, capabilities and
experience of our people

(“the Fund”) converted from a collective investment

to enhancing the collective well-being
n

Natural capital – protection of our environment through
green initiatives

REPORTS
Annual reports consist of:

of the objectives and strategies of the Group and its

n

Annual Financial Statements (“AFS”)

performance in respect of:

n

Integrated Annual Report (“IAR”)

n

Notice of Annual General Meeting (“AGM”)

n

Financial capital – our capital structure

n

Manufactured capital – our properties

n

Intellectual capital – tacit knowledge, systems,

view of SA Corporate’s performance over the past

procedures and protocols

financial year and its prospects.

The IAR, along with the full AFS, which are available on
www.sacorporatefund.co.za, provides a comprehensive

ABOUT SA Corporate REAL ESTATE limited
With its point of origin in 1995 as Ukhozi Property Fund, today SA Corporate is one of the oldest established property
companies in the market as it continues its traditional diverse investment in industrial, retail and commercial property
primarily in the major metropolitan centres of South Africa, with a secondary node in Zambia. In addition to these
sectors, SA Corporate invested in the AFHCO Group, an innovative residential, retail and commercial property company

History of SA Corporate

Property
assets:

1995

1998

2002

2004

Ukhozi Property
Fund established
as a PUT
management
company,
established
and owned by
Marriott.

Ukhozi acquires
the assets
of Umdoni,
Tamboti, Higate
and Highstone.
Ukhozi changes
its name to
Marriott Property
Fund.

Fund name
changed to
Martprop
Property Fund.
Unit Trust Control
Act replaced by
the Collective
Investment
Schemes Control
Act, which
permits gearing.

Properties
acquired directly
by the Fund for
the first time.

Focus on
increasing the
weighting to the
retail sector.

R68 million

R1.2 billion

R1.2 billion

R1.4 billion

R2.0 billion

2

2005
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2006
Old Mutual Group
acquires Marriott
business,
including the
management
company.
The Fund name
is changed to
SA Corporate
Real Estate Fund.

R3.1 billion

2007
The Fund
acquires SA
Retail Properties
Limited and
portfolios of
Sharemax
and Buffcol.
Changes to size
of portfolio and
weighting from
industrial to
retail. BEE deal
announced.

R8.5 billion

2008
BEE equity
ownership lost
due to fall in
unit price. Fund
announces
selective disposal
strategy to
streamline
property portfolio
and improve
quality of
earnings.

R8.8 billion

commitments and the identified requirements of all its

SCOPE AND BOUNDARY
The role of integrated reporting is recognised as being
fundamental in demonstrating the Company’s ability to
account for its commitment to creating and sustaining
value across all sustainable components, ultimately for
the benefit of its stakeholders.

stakeholders. As these inform and shape SA Corporate’s
strategic direction, they are identified and endorsed by
the Company’s management team via ongoing input from
all of the Company’s stakeholders, employees, investors,
shareholders and management team, as well as analysts,
regulators and the media.

As a diversified REIT, the integrated reporting scope for
SA Corporate differs substantially from that of traditional

We consider issues to be material if they reflect on the

businesses and organisations.

significant capitals as detailed on page 2 in a manner

The report is aligned with best practice and principles of

decisions of stakeholders in assessing our ability to create

King III, the Global Reporting Initiative (“GRI”) guidelines,

value in the short, medium and long term.

Integrated
Reporting

Reporting
Council,

which could substantially impact and influence the

Framework

International

of

the

Integrated

Financial

Reporting

Standards and the Companies Act, No. 71 of 2008.

BOARD RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
SA Corporate’s Board acknowledges its responsibility
to ensure the integrity of the Integrated Annual Report

Furthermore, this report is the result of a thorough,

for the 2015 financial year. The Board is of the opinion

ongoing

and

that the Integrated Annual Report addresses all material

analysis of stakeholder feedback and input from all of

matters and offers a balanced view of the performance of

the

the Company and its impact on its stakeholders.

process,

Company’s

with

continuous

sub-committees,

assessment

Managing

Director,

Financial Director and Company Secretary as overseen
and managed by the Board. Thus, the scope and content
of the report represents careful alignment of identified
stakeholder priorities and social and environmental needs

ASSURANCE
SA Corporate has elected not to obtain assurance for its
non-financial information disclosed. The Group’s Annual

with the core objectives of SA Corporate’s strategy.

Financial Statements were audited by Deloitte & Touche.

MATERIAL ISSUES

AQRate Verification Services and the carbon footprints

The Group’s BBBEE contributor levels were verified by

SA Corporate’s material initiatives are closely aligned

were prepared by Carbon Calculated in association

with its strategic direction, its integrated sustainability

with Sivest.

located in inner-city Johannesburg. With a portfolio comprising 178 properties covering a total of 1.4 million square
metres of lettable space, SA Corporate’s portfolio is independently valued at R12.4 billion. The Company is listed on the
JSE Limited (“JSE”) as a diversified Real Estate Investment Trust (“REIT”).

2009
Strategic decision
to centralise
management
of Fund in
Cape Town.
Unit buy-back
process, disposal
process and
strategic capital
investment
remains a
priority.

R8.3 billion

2010
Execution of
investment
strategy to
improve the
quality of
the portfolio
and returns.
Restructure of
stepped-rate
debt structure
to protect and
improve future
returns.

R8.7 billion

2011

2012

Implementation
of strategy to
improve quality
of portfolio
through
development
and capital
expenditure
gains ground.
Cumulative
disposals for past
three years reach
R1.3 billion.

Turnaround
strategy gains
ground. Strategic
objectives
to deliver
sustainable
distribution
growth refined.
Distribution
growth of 4.6%
over prior year.

R8.6 billion

R8.1 billion

2013
Platform
established for
sustainable
growth through
execution of
the four-pillar
strategy.
Distribution
growth of 8.6%
over prior year.

R8.9 billion

2014
Further diversification
through investment
in AFHCO (inner-city
residential). Alignment with
unitholders’ interest through
the Internalisation of the
ManCo and introduction
of performance-based
management incentive
structures. Distribution
growth of 9.0% over
prior year.

R10.7 billion

2015
Converted from a REIT Trust
to a Corporate REIT.
Launched an inaugural
equity issuance via a rights
offer amounting to R1.2bn
Diversified into sub-Saharan
African via a Zambia JV.
Distribution growth of 10.8%
– highest in the Group’s
history.

Property
assets:

R12.4 billion
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VISION
The vision of SA Corporate is to exceed its stakeholders’ expectations by generating superior, sustainable returns through
investment in quality real estate assets, optimal allocation of its capital resources and the sustainable management of
its operations in a way that delivers lasting benefits for all its stakeholders.

VALUES
Our values are integrated into our performance management process and shape the way we behave and do business.
The code of conduct also includes components of the SA Corporate value system.

1 2 3 4

Integrity

Being honest,
trustworthy, consistent
and open in all actions
and dealings and always
acting with the highest
ethical standards.

Respect

Actively listening to
others, responding
appropriately to what
they have to say, working
effectively with diverse
people and being willing
to learn from others.

Accountability

Being prepared to
take responsibility,
make commitments,
find solutions and be
accountable for delivery
and results.

Pushing Beyond
boundaries

Being passionate
about what we do and
committed to achieving
our goals. Always looking
for innovative and
creative ways to improve
while constantly striving
to break new ground.

Celtis Ridge Shopping Centre,
Centurion

4
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GROUP STRUCTURE
SA Corporate is a listed REIT. Due to its legal structure as a

has elected to distribute 100% of its distributable income

REIT the Company is required to distribute at least 75% of

as previously required under the Collective Investment

its distributable earnings as pre-tax net property income to

Schemes Control Act, No. 45 of 2002. These earnings are

its shareholders. It does this via distributions in March and

taxable in the hands of the shareholders. Upon the REIT

September every year for the six-month periods ending

conversion the Management Company (“ManCo”) became

31 December and 30 June respectively. The Company

a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company.

Shareholders

Regulatory bodies:
JSE Limited
n Ensures compliance with
JSE regulations
n Provides market for
trading of shares
Registrar of Collective
Investments Schemes
n Ensures compliance with
the Collective Investment
Schemes Control Act,
No. 45 of 2002
Auditor
Deloitte & Touche
n Reports on fair
presentation of the Annual
Financial Statements

Asset management:
SA Corporate Real
Estate Fund
Managers Proprietary
Limited
n Manages the Group
and its assets

n
n

 isted REIT
L
Board and Committees

Property
management
n Broll Property
Group Proprietary
Limited, and
n	
AFHCO Property
Management
Proprietary Limited
Manage the Group’s
property portfolio

Property portfolio
n Held by subsidiaries and joint
ventures (comprising the
traditional and AFHCO portfolios)
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INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY

SUSTAINABLE DISTRIBUTION GROWTH

POSITIONING
THE INNER-CITY
PORTFOLIO
To be the
provider of choice
of affordable
residential
accommodation
and inner-city
retail

UNLOCKING
VALUE IN
THE RETAIL
PORTFOLIO
Repositioning
retail centres to
dominate and/
or differentiate
their catchment
areas through
redevelopments
and improved
tenant mix

EXPANSION
INTO SUBSAHARAN
AFRICA
At pricing that
reflects attractive
returns with
appropriate risk
mitigation

Quality industrial portfolio
Enhancing resilience through focused tenant retention and undertaking tenant-driven improvements

Our investment activities span four sectors: industrial,

is able to achieve a balance between risk and reward

retail, commercial and residential, across the major

within the framework of its determined risk appetite and

metropolitan areas in South Africa and with a secondary

tolerance levels.

presence in Zambia. The Company is well positioned
for and continues to consider suitable international
investments across the four sectors, but only after careful
and thorough evaluation of their potential to add riskmanaged sustainable value to our stakeholders.

Investment parameters
The Company is allowed to make use of debt up to a
maximum of 50% loan to value (“LTV”) as per the lenders’
covenant requirements. The long-term strategy of the

SA Corporate has and will continue to consider both

Board is to maintain the borrowing limit at a maximum

development and investment partnerships where it

level of 40% of the underlying assets of the Group.

6
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Strategic objectives and performance
SA Corporate’s strategy is based on the principle that
optimal capital allocation and efficient operations drive
distribution growth and shareholder returns over the
long term.

1. investment strategy to enhance the quality and
growth of the portfolio;
2. appointment of sector best property management
services;

SA Corporate has achieved its four-pillar strategy as
introduced in 2013, which was aimed at driving a

3. optimising the capital structures; and

turnaround in performance of the Company and providing

4. alignment of investor and management interest

a base from which it would be able to deliver sustainable

through the Internalisation of Management and the

distribution growth in the future. The pillars were:

REIT conversion.

The objectives of the Company aligned to its vision of exceeding stakeholder expectations are:

1
4

2
5

Investing in a diversified portfolio

Improving the quality of the

that generates stable and

portfolio through active portfolio

growing income and capital gains

management and redevelopments

Efficient and effective property

Reducing the business impact on

operations to enhance

the environment and reducing

property fundamentals

costs through green initiatives

3
6

Enhanced returns by managing
liquidity and interest rate risk
through the effective use of debt
and equity

A high-performing team,
with performance and
remuneration aligned to the
stakeholder objectives

Umlazi Mega City,
Durban
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Directorate
Jeff
Molobela (60)

Terence Rory
Mackey (54)

Antoinette
Robert John
Gugu Patricia
Margaret Basson (46) Biesman-Simons (61) Dingaan (40)

BSc Eng (Hons); MBA

BSc Eng; Postgrad Dip
Eng; CPFA; Pr CPM

CA(SA)

CA(SA)

CA(SA)

South African
Appointed 17 February 2011

South African
Appointed 19 August 2010

South African
Appointed 20 May 2010

Managing Director

Financial Director
Member of the Social,
Ethics and Environmental
Committee

Independent Nonexecutive Director

Independent Nonexecutive Director

Chairman of the
Nomination Committee

Member of the Social,
Ethics and Environmental
Committee

Chairman of the
Remuneration Committee

Member of the Audit
Committee

Member of the
Remuneration Committee

Member of the Risk and
Compliance Committee

Member of the Risk and
Compliance Committee

Chairman of the Audit
Committee

Member of the
Remuneration Committee

Member of the
Investment Committee

Invited to attend the
Audit and Investment
Committee meetings

Member of the
Investment Committee

Antoinette has 22 years’
experience, 15 of which
have been in the financial
services industry. She joined
Old Mutual Bank from PwC
in London in 2000 and
then went on to become
a member of the Old
Mutual South Africa Central
Finance team, where
she served as the Group
Regulatory Accountant.
In June 2008 she joined
Old Mutual Property as
Financial Manager before
being appointed to the
position of Finance Director
at SA Corporate. Antoinette
also serves on the Boards of
the Company’s subsidiaries.

John was, until recently, the
Cape Regional Executive
of Lombard Insurance
Company Limited. He
serves on the Audit
Committees of the AuditorGeneral South Africa and
Cape Finance Corporation
Limited and is also a
Director of the latter. He
was previously a Director of
Century City Limited, Canal
Walk Limited and JSE-listed
Command Holdings Limited
and a partner at Deloitte &
Touche.

South African
Appointed 3 May 2013

Independent Chairman,
Non-executive Director

South African
Appointed 1 August 2012

Invited to attend
the Nomination,
Remuneration and Audit
Committee meetings
Jeff holds a BSc Eng (Hons)
and an MBA from Imperial
College Business School
(London University). He has
extensive experience in
financial services, property,
information and ICT. He has
served on the Boards of
Africon Engineering Limited,
Transnet, Primegro Limited,
CBS Properties Limited,
Growthpoint Properties
Limited, Decillion Limited,
Cashbuild Limited and
Telkom SA Soc Limited.
He currently serves on the
Boards of N3 Toll Concession
Proprietary Limited, Afrisam
Limited and chairs the
South African Bureau of
Standards.
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Rory is responsible for
formulating and executing
the investment strategy
and portfolio management
of SA Corporate Real
Estate Limited. He
joined SA Corporate as
Chief Operating Officer
on 1 August 2012 and
took over the role of
Managing Director on
6 December 2012. He was
previously part of the team
managing the Old Mutual
Investment Group
South Africa (“OMIGSA”)
Alternative Investments
boutique from 2008, where
he was instrumental in
establishing an international
infrastructure fund. Prior
to that Rory was Group
Executive: Commercial
at Airports Company
South Africa Limited. He
was also General Manager
of Africa’s largest airport,
OR Tambo International
Airport, from 1996 to 2001.
Rory also serves on the
Boards of the Company’s
subsidiaries.
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Invited to attend the
Risk and Compliance
Committee meetings

Gugu has 15 years’
experience in corporate
finance and investments.
She is currently the
Investments Executive at
WIPHOLD and a Nonexecutive Board member
of Distell Group, Adcorp
Holdings and Landis+Gyr.
She is also Chairman
of Khulisani Foundation
and an Audit Committee
member of Distell Group
and Landis+Gyr. Gugu holds
an Executive Development
Programme Certificate
from the University of
Stellenbosch Business
School.

Kenneth John
Forbes (66)

Ebrahim Suleman
Seedat (64)

Mabotha Arthur
Moloto (47)

Emily Mauristene
Hendricks (42)

CA(SA)

FIMFO; CA(SA)

South African
Appointed 24 July 1995

South African
Appointed 1 September 1998

BA (Hons); Postgrad Eco
Principles; MSc in Finance
and Financial Law

Dip in Teaching;
LLB; LLM

South African
Appointed 7 July 2014

South African
Appointed 2 April 2014

Independent Nonexecutive Director

Independent Nonexecutive Director

Independent Nonexecutive Director

Independent Nonexecutive Director

Chairman of the
Investment Committee

Chairman of the Risk and
Compliance Committee

Member of the
Nomination Committee

Member of the Social,
Ethics and Environmental
Committee

Member of the Audit
Committee

Member of the Risk and
Compliance Committee

Chairman of the Social,
Ethics and Environmental
Committee

Ken has over 31 years’
experience in the township
development industry as a
previous Director of Tongaat
Hulett Developments
Proprietary Limited, most
of which involved the
industrial, commercial
and resort sectors. He is
currently practising as a
property development
consultant.

Ebrahim has extensive local
government experience,
the past 19 years of which
have been in property,
with particular emphasis
on the listed real estate
sector. He was previously
the Senior Manager:
Investments for eThekwini
Municipality and is now
retired.

Member of the
Nomination Committee

Arthur has extensive
experience in infrastructure
development, financial
regulation, pension fund
governance, energy
regulation and legislative
work. He has served on
the Boards of Pan African
Infrastructure Development
Fund, Government
Employees Pension Fund
and currently serves on the
Boards of Kansai Plascon
Africa Limited, Harith
General Partners Proprietary
Limited, Development
Bank of Southern Africa,
and Land and Agricultural
Development Bank of
South Africa. Arthur holds
a BA Education and BA
Honours in Development
Studies from the University
of Limpopo. He also holds
a Postgraduate diploma in
Economic Principles and a
Master of Science in Finance
and Financial Law from the
University of London.

Note
With the conversion of the Fund to a Corporate REIT, all the Directors were appointed
to the newly established Company by the end of March 2015.

Member of the
Investment Committee

Emily joined Barclays
Africa Group Limited in
September 2014 and is
currently employed as a legal
adviser in the Corporate and
Investment Banking Division
with a focus on regulatory
developments in Africa. She
was previously employed at
the National Empowerment
Fund (“NEF”) for three years
where she gained experience
in legal due diligence and
execution of commercial legal
agreements. Prior to that Emily
gained extensive experience
in deal-making and business
analysis at Business Partners
Limited between 2008 and
2011. She served articles and
worked at Attorneys Glyn and
Marais, where she assisted with
property projects, commercial
litigations as well as regulatory
issues and filings with the
Competition Commission.
Emily completed the Diploma
in Education in 1995, and
subsequently graduated from
the University of the Western
Cape in 2002 with an LLB.
She went on to complete the
LLM in International Business
Transactions at the University
of Stellenbosch in 2005.
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SA Corporate team
Rory Mackey
Managing Director

Victoria
Dhlamini
Executive PA

Carmen
Collison
Asset Manager:
Retail

Mark van
Vuuren

Lindsay
Butler

Asset Manager:
Industrial and
Commercial

Asset Manager:
Developments
and Acquisitions#

Rhys
Ralph
Asset Manager:
Acquisitions

Renney
Plit

Wayne
Plit

Director:
Operations
AFHCO*

Director:
Development
AFHCO*

Ndai
Hombiro

André
Williams

Financial
Manager

Junior Asset
Manager

Brian
Abrahams
Director:
Operations

Kevin van
der Heever
Managing
Director:
AFHCO Property
Management

Dorothea
Abrahams
Executive PA

Ben
Swanepoel

Antoinette
Basson

Company
Secretary

Financial
Director

Andrea
Carstens

Uwais
Asmal

Financial
Manager

Financial
Manager

Beauty
Mbatsha
Financial
Accountant

Carmen
Duminy
Financial
Accountant

Della-Reese
Philander
Financial
Accountant

Zaida Perrins
Kapery
Financial
Accountant

Zainab AzizRawoot
Financial
Accountant
#

Contractor

* Contracted through Mishpatim Property Developments Proprietary Limited
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Hayfields Mall,
Pietermaritzburg
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The Company has identified and prioritised all individuals and entities that can reasonably be expected to be significantly
affected by, or who might significantly affect, the Company’s investments, operations and activities, and products.
The formalised stakeholder engagement and communication process is aimed at ensuring complete, accurate, timely,
relevant, transparent, consistent, credible, honest and accessible information to all its stakeholders – with the endeavour
to communicate as broadly and non-selectively as possible.
In addition, the Company complies with the King III code of governance principles for South Africa in terms of governing
stakeholder relationships.
The primary stakeholder engagement opportunities and engagements during the course of 2015 is provided below.

STAKEHOLDER

STAKEHOLDER PRIORITIES

Investors and
analysts

n

Distribution growth

n

Share price movement

n

Governance

n

Conflicts of interest

n

Transparency

n

Reputation

n

Legal and regulatory compliance

n

Accurate financial reporting

n

Sustainability

n

Environmental compliance

n

Executive remuneration and
incentives

Property
managers

n

Performance of service providers

n

Performance of property manager

n

METHODS OF
ENGAGEMENT
n
n

n

Clarity around longer-term
strategy

to facilitate growth in the

One-on-one meetings with

business
n

n

JSE SENS announcements

opportunities and peer

n

Press articles

n

Media announcements

n

Roadshows

n

Integrated Annual Report

n

Annual General Meeting

n

Website

n

Social invitations

n
n

Site visits
Monthly meetings with

n

n

Cost of occupation

efficient operations

managers

through improved

Communication of the

property fundamentals
n

Quarterly review of key

n

Quality of property

n

Location of property

n

Tenant mix

n

Service response

n

Foot traffic

n

Environmental pressure as far as
it impacts the tenant cost

n

planned and executed
n

tenants and customers

12

BBBEE rating

The letting of available

Strategic relations with

Corporate to grow its

Partnering with tenants

n

Property manager
meetings
On-site marketing
consultants at retail
centres

n

n

space enabling SA

n

n

Ensure the safety of the

managers and on-site staff
national retailers

Accurate measuring of water and
electricity

n

n

(“KPIs”)
Meetings with centre

Ensure properties’
maintenance is well

Developing business plans
and forecast to NPI level

n

Drive effective and

executives and asset

Company’s strategy
n

comparisons

performance indicators
n

Analysts provide market
intelligence on risk,

n

Tenants

Investors provide capital

analysts

arrangement
Clear service level agreement

n

presentations
major shareholders and

Security of contractual

n

Annual results

STAKEHOLDER
CONTRIBUTION TO
VALUE CREATION

Tenant visits
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business.

STAKEHOLDER

STAKEHOLDER PRIORITIES

Communities

n

METHODS OF
ENGAGEMENT

Environmental impact

n

n

Job creation

n

Safety, security and cleanliness

n

Responsible landlord

n

n

Marketing and PR events in n

Encourages community

the retail shopping centres

support for the business

Uplifting the community

n

Leads to a better

in the inner city through

understanding of the

providing infrastructure

needs of the community

and educational facilities

and aligns the business

Involvement in city

to communities’ needs

improvement districts
n

STAKEHOLDER
CONTRIBUTION TO
VALUE CREATION

n

Positive impact on the
communities

Facilitating broad-based
community participation

Employees

n

Job security

n

through profit-sharing
Staff meetings

n

Remuneration and incentives

n

Intranet and e-mails

n

Well-being and work environment

n

Performance appraisals

n

Governance and ethics

n

Financial sustainability including

n

motivated staff executing
the strategic objectives
of the business, who are

and personal development

Company performance

adequately remunerated

plan discussions
n

Team-building events

n

Staff training

n

Staff attendance at the

Highly skilled and

and incentivised
n

Retaining key staff

n

Provision of funding

semi-annual results
Funders

Industry and
business
organisations

n

Ability to service debt

n

presentations
Regular meetings

n

Loan to value ratio

n

Personal relationships

n

Adequate security

n

Property inspections

n

Adhering to covenants

n

Cash flow projections

n

Credit rating

n

Reporting on covenant

n

requirements
Attendance and

n

Membership and sharing of

to facilitate business
objectives

n

Guidance on matters

experiences to the benefit of all

participation at property

affecting the property

participants

industry conferences

industry and sharing of
experiences
n

Savings through lessons
learnt

Local and
National
Government

n

Service delivery

n

Local area economic development

n

Urban regeneration

n

By-law enforcement

n

Elimination of illegal dumping

n

Fight against poverty and

n

Joint lobbying on matters

n

of mutual interest
Partnering to encourage

consultations

good service delivery

n

Regular correspondence

for our tenants and

n

Attendance at workshops
and strategy sessions

n

community upliftment
n

Association interactions

n

Collection of billings

n

Maintenance of public open space

with Council
n

Lobbying

n

Legal action

Providing transparent
regulation which is fair

Johannesburg Property

to all parties

Owners and Managers

unemployment

and infrastructure

Regular meetings and

n

n

Enforcing local and
national laws and
regulation to ensure
compliance
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
Jeff Molobela

2015: The year of raising interest rates,
#feesmustfall and Nene-gate, but listed
property income grows

Global growth disappointed again in 2015 and is expected

This was further compounded by structural constraints

to recover at a slower pace than previously envisioned.

in the economy, particularly the supply of electricity.

Emerging market economies have been an engine of global

Together with the drop in resources prices and surprise

growth during the 2000s, especially after the 2007/08

replacement of the Finance Minister, has put pressure on

global financial crisis. However, times have changed.

the Rand.

Growth rates in several emerging market economies
have been declining since 2010. The global economy is
adapting to a new period of more modest growth in large
emerging markets, characterised by lower commodity
prices and diminished flows of trade and capital.

The listed property sector has since mid 2009 been
characterised

by

an

abnormal

disparity

between

listed property stocks and bond yields. While the gap
has narrowed with property yields increasing, the
disparity continues due to SA listed property exposure

The US began tapering its quantitive easing programme,

to foreign assets and stock and the resulting impact of

kicking off their rising interest rate cycle in December 2015,

a weaker Rand.

albeit at a more cautious pace than initially anticipated.

Despite

a

slowdown,

SA

listed

property

again

The South African economy grew at a rate of 1.3%,

outperformed other asset classes in 2015 by recording a

marking a further slowdown from 1.5% in 2014 and 2.2%

total return of 8.0% against 5.1% and 6.5% for equities

in 2013. Much of the reduction in annual GDP growth can

and cash respectively. Bonds posted a negative return

be ascribed to the weak performance of the agricultural

of 3.6%. A greater proportion of the listed property total

sector as a result of severe drought conditions, which

return is attributable to income growth, with only 2.4%

resulted in a drop in the production of field crops.

derived from capital growth. This reflects the benefits of
investing in long-term income-producing investments,
which pay growing distributions.

SAPY VERSUS J253

SA Corporate achieved a total return of 3.6% versus
SAPY total return of 8.0%. The SAPY total return was
bolstered by companies investing outside of South Africa
as a result of the depreciation in the Rand. SA Corporate’s
share price was slightly affected by the discounted rights
issue price. SA Corporate still performed very well
compared to its peer group of mid-cap REITs invested
mainly in South African assets. This was supported by the
completion of the four-pillar turnaround strategy, which
has repositioned the Group for sustainable distribution
growth, allowing it to deliver growth for the full year
of 10.8%.

12

% Yield

10

8

6

4

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

J253
SAPY
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Springfield Value Center,
Springfield

Three-year turnaround journey
The table below reflects on our performance over the last three years.
2012
year-end

2015
year-end

% increase

R8.1bn

Property assets

R12.4bn

53.1

R7.4bn

Market cap

R10.5bn

41.9

39.57

31.2

30.15

Distribution per share (cents)

365

Share price (cents)

460

26.0

342

NAV per share (cents)

436

27.5

139

Properties

178

28.1

2013

Four-pillar strategy formulated:
Investment strategy refined to focus on accretive growth investments and disposal of poor-quality
properties
Externalisation of property management to Broll to enhance operational efficiency
Optimisation of capital structure through buy-backs, debt refinancing and hedge restructuring
Alignment of unitholder interest

2014

Executed transaction with Old Mutual to internalise asset management
Introduced performance-based management incentive structure aligned with shareholders
Finalised strategy to unlock value in retail portfolio through repositioning, retenanting and redevelopments
Diversification into inner-city residential and retail property through acquisition of Afhco

2015

Conversion to a Corporate REIT
Initiated sub-Saharan investment strategy with 50% investment in Zambian portfolio
Afhco growth trajectory reinforced through formulation of development pipeline and system enhancements
R1.2 billion of equity issued via rights offer

SA Corporate real Estate LIMITED | INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT 2015
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT >> continued
THE YEAR AHEAD
A climate of a weakened Rand, increased bond yields and
rising capital costs lends itself to an environment where

Group to better structure itself to mitigate VAT attribution
leakage and provides greater flexibility in conducting
business and in particular, has allowed the Company to

we are likely to see a reduction in capital values in the

employ risk mitigation measures in both joint ventures

near term. This may be slightly reduced by interest rate

and developments that would not have been possible as a

cuts and quantitative easing by the European Central

regulated collective investment scheme in property.

Bank. The threat of a downgrade of South African
sovereign debt to “junk” status, combined with low GDP
growth, could have a severe impact on cost of funding

RIGHTS ISSUE
With its inaugural rights issuance SA Corporate raised

and inflation.

R1.2 billion through the issue of 263 141 110 shares

Although tough economic conditions prevail, listed real

combined with excess commitments secured resulted in

estate income performance is anticipated to remain
strong, supported by escalations, positive reversions and
maintaining vacancy levels. Although an increase in the
cost of funding is expected to dampen capital growth
in the short term, real estate fundamentals will drive
performance over the longer term. Cost management
and a strong capital structure remain key performance
factors for the sector. The decline in oil prices appears to
be reaching a floor and we could see oil prices increase
in the second half of 2016. This, combined with an

at a price of 457 cents per share. Excess applications
an oversubscription of 62 358 947 shares at a value of
R285 million.

APPRECIATION
With the conversion to a Corporate REIT triggering
the final transfer of the ManCo from Old Mutual we bid
farewell to Peter Levett (Old Mutual’s representative
on the Board). We wish to thank Peter for his valued
contribution and wish him well for the future.

increasing interest rate trajectory, will have a negative

On behalf of the Board we wish to express our

impact on inflation, resulting in additional strain on the

appreciation to all our stakeholders for their contribution

already over-burdened consumer.

in growing the SA Corporate business and making 2015

The Board is pleased with the progress made and is

an exceptional year.

comfortable that the Group is well positioned through the

In particular, we are thankful to our investors for their

platform set, its diversity and capital structure to deliver

continued support and guidance, which is important to

sustainable distribution growth.

our continued success.

CORPORATE REIT CONVERSION

To all at SA Corporate and my fellow Directors, the

The unitholders voted in favour of the conversion of

platform for sustainable growth has been set. We are

SA Corporate from a REIT trust governed by the Collective

starting to bare the fruits of this and we wish to thank all

Investment Schemes Control Act into a Corporate REIT

of you for your contribution this year and trust that we

governed by the Companies Act. This has enabled the

shall continue on this trajectory into the future.

16
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Musgrave Centre,
Durban
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REVIEW
Rory Mackey

This has been a progressive year for
SA Corporate, with strong financial
performance, over R1.1 billion in
redevelopments, acquisitions of R1.3 billion,
diversification into sub-Saharan Africa and
conversion to a Corporate REIT.

East Point,
Boksburg

18
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East Point,
Boksburg

We are very pleased with the performance of the Company
in 2015 with distributions growing by 10.8% over 2014
and 10.5% in the second half of the year. This is in line with
the guidance given. Continued focus on what we refer to
as our traditional portfolio, that is, excluding AFHCO, has
resulted in standing portfolio net property income growth
of 6.3% supported by solid tenant retentions of 89.9%.
Total acquisitions of R2.7 billion at a 9.6% yield over the
last two years contributed positively to this result.

Manufactured Capital — Portfolio
Performance
The

value

of

the

Group’s

independently

valued

property portfolio increased by R1.7 billion (16.1%)
to R12.4 billion. The increase is as a result of the
R640.9 million (6%) acquisitions of the inner-city
residential and retail properties and an upward revision
in the like-for-like portfolio held for the full 12 months to
31 December 2015 of R1.2 billion (11.5%), due to retail
assets under development.

The capitalisation and discount rates in the Group’s standing portfolio at 31 December 2015 were calculated on a
weighted basis:

Capitalisation rate (%)
Sector

31 Dec 2015

Growth in
standing
portfolio
(%)

Discount rate (%)

31 Dec 2014 31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014 31 Dec 2015

Industrial

8.9

8.9

14.4

14.4

5.3

Retail

8.7

8.7

14.2

14.2

18.7

Commercial

8.7

8.7

14.2

14.2

0.5

AFHCO
Total

10.2

#

*

*

20.2

8.9

8.8

14.3

14.3

11.5

*

AFHCO properties are not valued on a discount rate basis, due to the short-term nature of residential leases

#

The AFHCO portfolio was not part of the standing portfolio at December 2014 as it was acquired in 2014

Property valuers have for the 2015 year generally kept discount and capitalisation rates largely unchanged as their
assumptions are based on precedent property transactions. Recent market events are still to fully reflect in the direct
property investment market and forecasts of future capitalisation and discount rates are uncertain. It is therefore
appropriate that a measure of caution be considered when looking at the portfolio’s market value and that should the
current rising cost of capital trend persist, the potential exists for a significant increase in capitalisation and discount
rates in the portfolio’s next valuation with commensurate downward pressure on valuations.
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REVIEW >> continued
Five-year distribution growth

in the market as an entrepreneurial mid cap. The growth
trajectory over the last five years from 1.4% in 2011 to
10.8% in 2015 reflects the turnaround and is strongly

12%

11.2%
9.9%

10%

8.6%
8.6%
8%

9.4%

10.8%
10.5%

9.0%

aligned to our strategic intent of value extraction to our
shareholders through sustained growth in distributions.
Portfolio Market value per m2

7.3%
16 000

6%

5.7%
4.6%

4%

12 000

3.5%
2.1%

2%

1.4%

8 000

0.8%
2011

2012

2014

2013

2015
4 000

Interim

Final

Total

Trend
5 419 5 734

11 580 14 278

12 984 13 288

6 765 10 438

7 684 8 924

Industrial

Retail

Commercial

AFHCO

Average

2014

With the change in strategy from one of disposals

2015

to improve the quality of the portfolio in 2011 and
2012, to one of embarking on a four-pillar strategy
commencing 2013, with a refinement of investment

Not wishing to downplay the word of caution, the portfolio

strategy, externalising property management to Broll

valuation allows good insight of where there has been

and optimisation of our capital structure, the Company
distribution trajectory trended upwards. In the following
year we broke away from Old Mutual’s institutional
management

by

internalising

asset

management,

adopting a remuneration policy aligning with unitholders’
interest, a strategy to unlock value in the retail portfolio
and diversification into inner-city residential and retail

significant unlocking of value. Overall the market value
per square metre has increased by 16% with AFHCO
increasing by 54% and the Retail portfolio by 23%.
The substantial increase in AFHCO has been supported
by the redevelopment of non-income-generating bulk,
previously valued at R1 500 per square metre.

property. Last year the AFHCO growth trajectory was

SA Corporate’s portfolio exposure increased in favour of

reinforced through the formulation of the development

Gauteng to 56% of the South African market value of

pipeline and making significant system enhancements

the Group supporting the higher growth that Gauteng

whilst we initiated a long-term investment strategy into

achieves over other regions. There is currently a bias

sub-Saharan Africa. The Company is very different to

towards increasing our exposure to Gauteng and this will

what it was five years ago and is well placed to compete

be seen in certain forthcoming investments and disposals.

Portfolio distribution by sector and region

Sector
by GLA
(m2)

Sector
by
MARKET
VALUE
(Rm)

AFHCO
Sector
by GLA
(m2)

REGION
by GLA
(m2)

REGION
by
MARKET
VALUE
(Rm)

Industrial 56.5%

Industrial 36.3%

Residential 63.5%

Gauteng 57.1%

Gauteng 56.1%

Retail 25.5%

Retail 40.7%

Retail/Commercial 36.5%

KwaZulu-Natal 32.1%

KwaZulu-Natal 35.6%

Commercial 5.8%

Commercial 8.7%

Western Cape 5.6%

Western Cape 5.6%

AHFCO 12.2%

AHFCO 14.3%

Other 5.2%

Other 2.7%
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The Afhco portfolio increased to 44 properties with a
market value of R1.8 billion, on track for the R3 billion
critical mass previously reported as being appropriate.
By GLA residential represents 63% of this, with the retail/
commercial component being 37%. It is anticipated that
the residential component will increase to above 70%
with acquisitions and the execution of the development
pipeline.

Vacancies
Vacancy as % Vacancy as %
of GLA
of rental income
Dec
2015

Dec
2014

Dec
2015

Dec
2014

Industrial

0.3

1.4

0.3

1.2

Retail

4.5

5.9

2.8

3.4

11.1

12.7

8.0

7.8

Sector
Traditional
portfolio

Commercial
Traditional portfolio
total

Cost management
With continued focus on cost efficiency, together with
reduced vacancies, we have been able to reduce our
property expense ratio, excluding municipal expenses,
for our traditional SA Corporate portfolio to below 14%.
With check meters installed in almost all the buildings, the
current year saw the implementation of energy-saving
initiatives (detailed more fully in the Sustainability Report
on page 52) that translated into savings in electricity
consumption and the related costs.
Cost management (percentage)
50%

40%

2.3

3.7

2.4

41.1%

40.8%

40.0%
35.8%

3.1

36.3%

36.5%

38.2%

36.8%
35.0%

34.5%

30%

AFHCO portfolio
Residential

5.6

7.9

6.6

8.9

Retail/Commercial

4.8

1.8

3.7

2.3

AFHCO portfolio
total

the year reduced to 5.6% from 7.9% in December 2014.
There is a seasonal trend for residential vacancies to spike
over the holiday season but we managed to mitigate this
to some extent with focused marketing interventions.

5.3

6.1

5.5

6.3

20%
15.4%

14.7%

14.2%

14.3%

13.7%

10%

The obsession with reducing vacancies has been rewarded
with industrial vacancies by GLA reducing to 0.3%,
once again outperforming the market. Retail vacancies
have decreased to 4.5%. The office sector continues
to be hampered by sluggish economic growth and
whilst vacancies were reduced to 11.1% the persistent
high level of vacancies supports our decision to remain
underweight in this sector. We continue to make progress
in reducing commercial vacancies and have let almost
1 800 square metres of space in Musgrave Centre effective
1 February 2016 to the National Film Commission and
have plans to convert almost 8 800 square metres of
office space for residential use at 252 Montrose Avenue,
Randburg; 199 North Ridge Road, Durban; and the office
space above Davenport shopping centre in Durban.
An overall vacancy of 2.3% by GLA for the traditional
portfolio is a pleasing result after the last few years of
concerted efforts in this regard.
There has been an increase in vacancy by GLA in AFHCO’s
retail and commercial premises since December 2014
as we re-tenant certain portions of recently acquired
properties. We anticipate reducing these vacancies in
the coming months. Residential vacancies at the end of

2011

Operating expenses

2012

2013

2014

2015

Property expenses

Property expenses excluding municipal expenses

Human capital — Employee and
property manager performance
In 2014 the SA Corporate staff were seconded by OMP to
the ManCo, responsible for the asset management of the
Company. Post internalisation SA Corporate adopted its
own remuneration policy and incentive scheme aligned
to shareholder interest and were measured against a
business scorecard (refer to page 70 of the Remuneration
Report for the 2015 performance). During the current
year the SA Corporate staff was transferred together with
acquisition of the ManCo shares, in terms of section 197
of the Labour Relations Act, to the Company, as part of
the conversion to a Corporate REIT.
Broll, SA Corporate’s outsourced property manager’s
performance, is monitored and measured according
to agreed and transparent KPIs, detailed on the
following page.
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REVIEW >> continued
Performance against KPI — Broll Property Management

Notes

Budget/
target
2015

Max
points
Dec 15

Points
achieved
Dec 15

Vacancies

1

2.24

20.00

7.50

Unsigned leases

2

3.00

10.00

–

25.00

20.00

Arrears level

3

2.30

10.00

5.00

3.00

Collections

KPI

Arrears management

Budget/
target
2014

5.00

Max
points
Dec 14

Points
achieved
Dec 14

20.00

16.25

15.00

15.00

25.00

20.00

10.00

5.00

4

98.00

15.00

15.00

95.00

15.00

15.00

Net property income (standing
portfolio)

5

888 283

20.00

16.00

811 747

25.00

13.00

Procurement

6

17.50

10.00

8.00

12.00

15.00

15.00

Expense to income ratio

7

33.8

9.00

3.60

Implement
Phase 1
of strategy

6.00

4.50

100.00

59.60

100.00

79.25

Green strategy

1

% of GLA; weighted per sector, overall score impacted by commercial sector performance

2

% of total leases

3

% of rolling twelve months, income

4

% of monthly billing

5

R’000

6

Broll BBBEE Procurement Policy

7

% of expense to income

Unlocking Value in the Retail
Portfolio
Over the last three years one of the most important
components of our strategy has been to unlock value in

trading densities are currently in excess of R4 300 per
square metre and expected to increase significantly post
completion of the redevelopment of the property.
Retail Redevelopments

our retail portfolio and this has contributed substantially
to the current year-results. The Retail portfolio’s net
property income grew 7.7% in 2015. The implementation

Property

Estimated
cost
(Rm)

Yield
%

of the plan to redevelop and reposition properties

East Point

433.1

9.6

to dominate their catchment areas and to provide

Umlazi Mega City

263.7 *

9.3

differentiation in overtraded nodes is now bearing fruit.

Comaro Crossing

53.7

8.0

Stellenbosch Square

25.1 *

Bluff Towers^

65.3

9.7

840.9

9.5

What has been particularly successful has been the
introduction of branded outlet stores in Springfield Value
Centre and East Point. In the former we have secured
rentals of R185 per square metre with trading densities
of greater than R5 000 per square metre whilst at East
Point the average rentals are R240 per square metre and

22

Total

11.1

*	
Represents SA Corporate’s ownership portion of
development costs
^ Complete
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The five retail redevelopment projects at a total cost of

due to a set-off of savings against improved vertical

R841 million are forecast to achieve an average initial

circulation which we are confident will further enhance

yield of 9.5%. One of these projects, Bluff Towers, has

the future growth in performance from the property.

now been completed and its performance is encouraging,

It should be noted that R14 million of the project cost is

with turnover up 26% for an increase in GLA of 16%.

being incurred on defensive capital expenditure without

As a consequence of the recent increase in the cost
of capital and a continued rising trend in this regard,
we have resolved that the execution of development
projects

requires

a

rigorous

approach

to

achieve

investment targets. In particular this means that initial
yields have to be higher and we have tasked our project
teams to undertake a thorough review of each project to
improve yields.

which a yield in excess of 10% would have been achieved.
The new Food Lover’s Market is scheduled to commence
trading in July together with improved structured parking
and access improvements with final completion of the
project scheduled for August. The redevelopment of
Comaro Crossing is to reposition the centre as a lifestyle
destination centre with an extensive diverse convenient
grocer offering to be achieved with the redevelopment of
the Pick n Pay with a corporate lease, the introduction of

In addition we are of a view that it is important that we
can undertake development projects with confidence
of their positive impact on the Company’s performance
and therefore it is our intention, wherever appropriate,
to procure interest rate derivatives that lock in project
deliverables. To mitigate the cost of the latter it is our
intention to phase projects so as to reduce the period
during construction of exposure to potential cost of capital
increases and the cost of the derivatives to mitigate
this. These risk mitigation measures are as applicable
to our AFHCO development pipeline as they are to retail
redevelopments.

Food Lover’s Market and a revamped Meat World. This is
to be complemented by a focused food service component
including Nandos, KFC, Steers, Mash Braaihouse and the
Raj, and a new Vivo Gym.
As a consequence of value engineering and improved
tenant mix the projected yield to be generated from the
redevelopment of Stellenbosch Square being undertaken
in partnership with Retail Africa has been increased to
over 11%. SA Corporate’s investment in this project
is R25 million. Phase 1 of the project has been completed,
generating a 16% increase in turnover. Phase 2, which
includes the extension of Woolworths, is to be completed

In respect of East Point we have undertaken considerable
value engineering and improved the tenant mix to our
R433 million redevelopment, enabling us to increase the
previously reported yield of 9% to 9.6%. The project
is scheduled to be completed by July 2016, bringing to
an end the development risk exposure we have on this
property.

in April 2016.
We are making good progress with the planning of our
next phase of retail redevelopment projects to continue
the process of unlocking value in our Retail portfolio
through

rejuvenating

the

offer

and

enhancing

its

relevance to the consumer. These projects are relatively
small, short-duration upgrades for which the cost of

The Company is investing R264 million in respect of its
75% interest on the 19 000 square metre extension
to Umlazi Mega City. This development is projected to
achieve a yield of 9.3% and is scheduled to be completed
in June 2017. This is the only retail redevelopment
project for which our development exposure is more
than six months and consequently the team is actively
engaged in increasing the yield on completion and we
anticipate achieving this through scope changes and
value engineering. Despite the extent of construction
work on the site the shopping centre continues to trade
extremely well.

capital and investment returns can be well managed.

Building The Afhco Business
2015 was the first full year of our ownership of the
AFHCO inner-city business and we are very pleased with
the performance of the business and its contribution
to the results. Growing this business will be a primary
focus going forward. Our philosophy with AFHCO is not
merely to assemble a portfolio of properties but rather
to build a business which is a leader in residential
property and inner-city retail. To achieve this we
believe, given the specialist nature of the sector, that
the business needs to be vertically integrated and have

Considerable value engineering has been undertaken to

capability from identifying nodes of investment, to in-

the redevelopment of Comaro Crossing which has reduced

house redevelopment expertise, marketing a brand, and

the project cost to R54 million. The yield remains at 8%

property and facilities management.
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REVIEW >> continued
Afhco Presence in the Johannesburg inner city
Stuttafords House,
Johannesburg

Aerial view AFHCO’s presence,
Johannesburg
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the

management of this part of our business through

Johannesburg inner city represented by red blocks. These

market research. As inner-city retail is in the process

comprise almost 4 000 residential apartments and in

of reinventing itself it is important to identify those

excess of 55 000 square metres of retail space. Currently

retailers that are to be the dominant players of

under

the future and for us to be their partners in their

AFHCO

currently

development

has

tenanted

(being

the

buildings

yellow

in

blocks)

are

development;

770 residential apartments and a further 6 700 square
metres of retail space. To reduce our exposure to
development risk we are to acquire a pipeline of

n

we have seen the initial results of optimising our
retail portfolio and will continue this strategy by

properties through our partnerships with developers and

either dominating or differentiating in the markets we

from this we anticipate growing our portfolio by almost

serve, particularly by ensuring convenience or strong

1 000 apartments and more than 1 600 square metres of

community focus which we expect to be increasingly

retail space (that are indicated by blue dots).

important trends in current market conditions;

A substantial stockpile for our future Afhco development

n

we are committed to enhancing the resilience of our

pipeline has been secured through our acquisition of the

industrial portfolio. We will undertake tenant-driven

58 000 square metre Jeppe Street Post Office (shown

improvements and redevelopments but would rather

in the large green block on the aerial photograph).

partner with developers than land bank in current

The location of this property is absolutely prime in the

times;

Johannesburg inner city. Not only is it in easy walking
distance of Park Station but it is also in the heart of retail

n

from a phased development pipeline. However, this is

activity in the city. The latter represents a retail offering

to be undertaken with appropriate measures to limit

equivalent to a large regional shopping centre spread

development and cost of capital risk which I have

through the highest trading areas of the Johannesburg
inner city. We anticipate to take transfer of this property,
bought on auction, in June. The first phase of the

discussed earlier in this review;
n

we expect to enhance returns to shareholders by
recycling capital rather than having size aspirations;

redevelopment project will be to refurbish the ground
and first floors of 14 000 square metres to a prime retail

an important part of our future growth is to come

n

whilst we will continue to monitor opportunities in

offering. Whilst the building already has street front retail

sub-Saharan Africa our intention is to only make

this can be greatly enhanced by the redevelopment of

further investments if pricing is attractive and risk can

the ground and first floors which is the initial quick win to

be appropriately mitigated;

be realised from unlocking value from the property. The
remaining floors are to be redeveloped into 850 residential

n

rate risk and liquidity will be a priority in these volatile

apartments. The floor plate and external envelope of the
building is well suited to residential redevelopment and
the property provides a development pipeline for AFHCO

optimising our capital structure and managing interest
times; and

n

lastly, we will be executing green initiatives that

until mid-2018.

are responsible and contain costs and in this regard

This sets the platform for us being the provider of

two photovoltaics solar panel (“pv”) projects that are

choice residential accommodation in the Johannesburg

already in the process of being executed.

have a programme of energy-efficiency projects and

inner city.

Appreciation

Strategy and Prospects

I would like to express my appreciation for the long days

Our guidance for 2016 is approximately 9% distribution

of dedicated effort from the team that achieved the results

growth and we are confident of a trajectory of sustainable

and the continued guidance and support we receive from

distribution growth after that. This will be achieved by:

our Board. We also wish to thank all our stakeholders for

n

building AFHCO to become a dominant trusted

their continued interest and support.

residential brand of choice;
n

capitalising on inner-city retail opportunities. We are

Rory Mackey

focused on increasing the sophistication of our

Managing Director: SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
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FINANCIAL DIRECTOR’S REVIEW
Antoinette Basson

SA Corporate produced a strong set
of results amid volatile and uncertain
economic conditions and continues to create
shareholder value.

120 End Street,
Doornfontein
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21 Fricker Road,
Illovo

This

financial

review

offers

a

condensed

view

Financial review of 2015

of

SA Corporate’s annual financial results for 2015. These are

2015 performance is supported by good results in our

presented in a simplified form for ease of reference and

inner-city residential portfolio and industrial and retail

understanding and is reflective of the manner in which the

sectors. Investment of R2.7 billion over the last two years

information is analysed by management. This financial

has further enhanced our performance. With the REIT

review should, therefore, be read in conjunction with

conversion marking the completion of the four-pillar

the full Annual Financial Statements available on the

turnaround strategy the Company achieved a full-year

SA Corporate website at www.sacorporatefund.co.za in

distribution of R853.5 million or 39.57 cents per share

which Deloitte & Touche, the Group’s auditors, expressed
an unmodified audit opinion. The accounting policies as

(“cps”). The growth trajectory of 42.9% over the last

set out in the audited financial statements for the year

10 years is strongly aligned to our strategic objective of

ended 31 December 2015 have been consistently applied.

achieving sustainable distribution growth.

Distributions over the last seven years
SEVEN-YEAR distribution trend
(Cents per share)
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
14.45 13.24 27.69

14.24 14.18 28.42

14.35 14.48 28.83

15.17 14.98 30.15

16.28 16.47 32.75

17.68 18.02 35.70

19.66 19.91 39.57

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Interim

Final

Total
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FINANCIAL DIRECTOR’S REVIEW >> continued

DISTRIBUTABLE EARNINGS
CONSOLIDATED
Notes

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

% change

Property portfolio
Standing portfolio – properties held for 12 comparative
months
Rent (excluding straight-lining adjustment)
Net property expenses
Property expenses
Recovery of property expenses
Standing portfolio – properties developed in the current year
Rent (excluding straight-lining adjustment)
Net property expenses
Property expenses
Recovery of property expenses
Net income from the standing portfolio

1

Disposals – properties disposed of in the current or prior year
Rent (excluding straight-lining adjustment)
Net property expenses
Property expenses
Recovery of property expenses
Acquisitions – properties acquired in the current and prior year
Rent (excluding straight-lining adjustment)
Net property expenses
Property expenses
Recovery of property expenses
Net property income
Group expenses
Accounting and secretarial fees
Administrative fees
Audit fees
Service fees

2
3

3

372
968
596)
565)
969

737
815
(77
(338
260

168
014
846)
443)
597

6.4

115
124
(9
(79
70

262
845
583)
782)
199

108
120
(11
(87
75

960
458
498)
139)
641

5.8

899 634

4

846 128

4
5
(1
(6
4

417
839
422)
065)
643

16
23
(6
(22
16

660
062
402)
828)
426

156
206
(50
(111
60

022
884
862)
731)
869

55
75
(19
(46
26

754
697
943)
064)
121

1 060 073
(37 562)
–
(34 499)
(3 063)
–
1 022 511

Profit from operations
Net funding cost
Interest income
Interest expense

784
864
(80
(360
279

(231 146)
23 897
(255 043)

918 542
(45
(1
(28
(2
(12

793)
843)
926)
183)
841)

6.3
(73.5)

>100.0

15.4
(18.0)
(100.0)
19.3
40.3
(100.0)

872 749

17.2

(162 795)
30 478
(193 273)

42.0
(21.6)
32.0

62 088
52 392
9 207
489

–
–
–
–

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

853 453

709 954

20.2

Shares in issue at the end of the year (’000)

2 287 304

1 997 395

14.5

Weighted shares in issue (’000)

2 033 656

1 988 341

2.3

39.57
19.66
19.91

35.70
17.68
18.02

10.8
11.2
10.5

Other
Antecedent distribution
Investment in joint ventures
Taxation on distributable income
Distributable earnings

Distribution (cents per share)
Interim
Final
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5
2

Notes:
1. The standing portfolio grew by 6.3%, supported by further reductions in vacancies, improvements in the retail portfolio
derived from a focused strategy to unlock value, through redevelopments and retenanting, and solid retentions
particularly in respect of the industrial portfolio, where we retained 93% of expired leases with approximately 18%
of the portfolio (by GLA) up for expiry, at a positive reversion of 2.3%.
2. The total NPI increased by 15.4%, with the standing portfolio and the R2.7 billion acquisitions over the last two years
contributing 5.8% and 10.9% respectively, less 1.3% due to disposals. The diversification into inner-city residential
is strongly aligned to our strategy, with the Afhco portfolio producing very pleasing results, with overall growth of
242%. This is due to the first full year of the inclusion of Afhco results versus six months in 2014, Afhco acquisitions
of R640.9 million at a weighted average yield of 10.6%, reductions in vacancies in respect of the originally acquired
portfolio (of 0.5%), with the residential portfolio vacancies reducing by 2.8% and average escalation of between 9%
to 10%.
Net property income in respect of the 2014 acquisitions grew by 60.7% both related to timing, good escalations and
value extraction. The exit yields in respect of disposals versus acquisitions evidences the ability to recycle capital
through the disposal of poor-performing assets in favour of quality accretive acquisitions.
The 50% interest in the Zambian JV contributed R9.2 million from two months of trading since its acquisition in
November 2015.
3. Group expenses decreased by 18.0%, mainly attributable to a R3.5 million refund from SARS in respect of the VAT
attribution objection and savings in the service fees relative to actual costs for the period January to April pre the
Internalisation of Management on 1 May 2014.
4. Net interest expense increased by 42.0%. This increase arose from accretive acquisitions of R1.3 billion during the
current year and R1.4 billion in 2014.
5. The Group successfully raised R1.2 billion of equity by issuing 263 141 110 shares via a rights issue at a discounted
price of 457 cents per share cum dividend. This resulted in an antecedent distribution of R52.4 million.
Reconciliation of profit after tax to headline earnings to distributable earnings attributable to shareholders
CONSOLIDATED

Profit after taxation attributable to
shareholders

Notes

2015
R’000

6

1 413 639

Adjustments for:
Capital loss on disposal of investment
properties
Revaluation of investment properties and joint
venture
Gain on acquisition of subsidiary/joint ventures
Headline earnings
6
Antecedent distribution
Depreciation
Foreign exchange loss on capital loan
Interest rate swap derivatives’ restructure costs
Internalisation fee
Non-distributable expenses on investment in
joint ventures
Non-distributable expenses
Revaluation of interest rate swap derivatives
Straight-line expense rental adjustment
Straight-line rental adjustment
Taxation
Distributable income attributable to shareholders
Interim
Final
* Weighted average cents per share

CPS
69.51 *

16 178
(576
(30
822
52
1
44
11

913)
079)
825
392
186
269
838
–

76
20 518
(103 791)
30
3 667
443
853 453
398 049
455 404

2014
R’000
967 180

CPU
48.64 *

3 634

40.46 *

39.57
19.66
19.91

(401 547)
(102 000)
467 267
–
688
–
–
185 000
–
27 411
25 329
–
4 137
122
709 954
350 044
359 910

23.50 *

35.70
17.68
18.02

Note:
6.	The increase in the headline earnings and earnings per share arises from a consideration of R185 million paid in 2014
in respect of the internalisation of SA Corporate Real Estate Fund Managers Limited. The headline earnings per share
is further impacted by the revaluation of the interest rate swap derivatives of R104 million.
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FINANCIAL DIRECTOR’S REVIEW >> continued
Summarised Consolidated Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2015
CONSOLIDATED
Notes

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

12 920 112
11 631 267
75 706
850 068
5 501
76 897
117 668
159 370
1 619
2 016

10 621 038
10 291 993
63 430
–
1 427
71 800
21 204
169 468
1 019
697

Assets
Non-current assets
Investment property
Letting commissions and tenant installations
Investment in joint ventures
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible asset
Interest rate swap derivatives
Rental receivable – straight-line adjustment
Other financial assets
Deferred taxation
Current assets
Trade and other receivables
Other financial assets
Interest rate swap derivatives
Rental receivable – straight-line rental adjustment
Inventory
Loan to developer
Taxation receivable
Cash and cash equivalents
Non-current assets held for sale
Properties classified as held for disposal
Letting commission and tenant installations

7
9
8
6

6

7

Total assets

660
246
33
9
47

506
492
816
048
233
52
13 073
443
310 349

556
553
2
1 216
14 136

036
700
336
542
654

554
183
24
4
41

939
025
429
042
871
27
–
321
301 224

164
163
1
719
11 340

372
000
372
311
349

Share capital and reserves and liabilities
Share capital and reserves
Non-current liabilities
Interest-bearing borrowings – local
– foreign
Interest rate swap derivatives
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Loan from developer
Interest-bearing borrowings – local
– foreign
Distributions payable
Interest rate swap derivatives
Straight-line liability on rental expense liability
Taxation payable
Bank overdraft

12

9 980 915

7 603 215

6

3 486 022
3 420 503
65 519
–

3 106 491
3 100 650
–
5 841

669
292
13
350
8
6
6

Total share capital and reserves and liabilities
NAV per share (cents)
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12

717
301
020
000
595
–
5 744
49
–
8

630 643
253 560
–
–
–
359 910
16 684
–
480
9

14 136 654

11 340 349

436

381

Notes:
7. Investment property value increased by R1.7 billion,
due to net acquisitions of R500 million (R640 million –
R175 million)and revaluations of R1.2 billion, relating
mainly to retail assets under development and the first
phase of the Afhco developments brought on-stream
originally valued at the bulk value of R1 500 million.

Growth in Assets and Market Capitalisation
16

478
12

10. Total assets increased by R5.4 billion in the last
three years since the execution of the turnaround
strategy. Increases in investment property and
property JVs contributed R5.1 billion to growth in
total assets, comprising net property acquisitions of
R2.7 billion, revaluations through improved property
fundamentals, redevelopments and capex investment
of R1.5 billion and investment in a Zambian JV of
R0.9 billion.
11. The market capitalisation increased by R3 billion
driven by net share issuance of 243.3 million shares
(307.2 million shares issued at a weighted average
price of 451.91 cents per share and 58.9 million shares
bought back at a price of 378.61 cents per share).

500

460

399

365

8. The intangible asset arose with the acquisition of the
inner-city retail business and relates to valuation of
the Afhco brand of R71.8 million and the goodwill of
R5.1 million in respect of the acquisition of Atkinson
House.
9. The investment in JV represents 50% of the NAV and
50% of the shareholder loan. There is a R44 million
translation gain in respect of a combination of the
translation of the investment in JV and resulting Dollar
loan used to fund part of the acquisition at a closing
rate of R15.57 to the US$ versus an at acquisition
price of circa R14.00 to the US$.

600

400

300

8

200
4
100
8.7

7.5

9.4

2012

7.9

2013

11.3

9.5

14.1

2014

10.5

2015

Total assets (Rbn)

Market Cap (Rbn)

NAV per share (cents)

Share price (cents)

12. The NAV increased from 381 cents per share to
436 cents per share (14.4%). Aligned to IFRS
requirements the current year includes the second
half distribution which will only reduce the NAV when
declared. This treatment differs from 2014 which
excluded the distribution. On a like-for-like basis the
NAV would have increased from 399 cents per share
to 436 cents per share, an increase of 9.3%.
13. Given the successful implementation of the four-pillar
strategy the Company rerated to 478 cents per share
in 2014 from a closing price of 365 cents per share in
2012, representing growth of 31% before retracting to
a share price of 460 cents per share due to economic
conditions. This amounts to growth of 26% over the
last three years.

DEBT PROFILe EXcluding the impact of interest rate swap fixes
Bridging
loan

Term loan

Term loan
(Syndication)

Term loan

Term loan

Term loan

Revolving
credit

Revolving
credit

Term loan
(Syndication)

Term loan
(US$ debt)

Amortising
loan

7.67%

7.87%

8.10%

8.02%

7.99%

7.99%

7.77%

8.08%

8.40%

2.13%

6.88%

R350.0m

R500.0m

R1 152.0m

R200.0m

R270.0m

R30.0m

R300.0m

R200.0m

R848.0m

R420.5m

R73.1m

Oct 2016

Jan 2017

Dec 2017

Aug 2018

Sep 2018

Sep 2018

Dec 2018

Dec 2018

Dec 2019

Nov 2020

Apr 2024

1 200
1 000
800
600
400
200

Amount drawn
Available

Interest charged on total debt drawn of R3.8 billion is at a weighted average rate of 7.41% (average JIBAR of 6.5%
and LIBOR rate in respect of the US$ debt of 0.33%). The weighted average margin is 1.59% and weighted average
tenor of 2.7 years. This includes debt with Agense Francaise Development amounting to R71.6 million at a fixed rate of
6.88% and a $27 million loan at a variable rate of 2.13%. R500 million of the revolving credit facilities were available
for drawdown at year-end.
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FINANCIAL DIRECTOR’S REVIEW >> continued
SWAP PROFILE

Weighted average rate
5.39%^

6.41%

6.51%

7.27%

6.78%

3.16%*

7.05%

R570.5m

R594.0m

2020

2022

1 200
1 000
800

R705.0m

600

R540.0m
R390.0m

400
200

R240.0m

R240.0m

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Swap amount

As we enter a phase of rising costs of capital and to ensure our costs of funding is supportive of sustainable NPI growth,
87.0% of the variable debt amounting to R3.4 billion was hedged via interest rate swaps at a weighted average rate of
6.8% and weighted average margin of 0.4% (average JIBAR of 6.4%). 87.2% of the total debt drawn of R3.8 billion was
fixed at a weighted average rate of 6.1% and margin of 0.5% (a weighted blended JIBAR and LIBOR of 5.7%).
The weighted tenors on the swap profile is 3.25 years and total fixes inclusive of fixed and unhedged debt is 3.3 years.
*

Includes $27 million swap at 1.79% (based on US LIBOR)

^ Swap expires at year-end. Replaced after year-end at 8.22% for same quantum, expiring in 2020
In addition to R240 million replaced, the following additional swaps were entered into after year-end:
n

R150 million at 7.99%, expiring in 2019 (in anticipation of acquisition); and

n

R240 million at 8.39%, expiring in 2021 (to replace swaps expiring in 2016).

DEBT PROFILe including the impact of interest rate swap fixes
Bridging
loan

Term loan

Term loan
(Syndication)

Term loan

Term loan

Term loan

Revolving
credit

Revolving
credit

Term loan
(Syndication)

Term loan
(US$ debt)

Amortising
loan

7.98%

8.18%

8.41%

8.33%

8.30%

8.30%

8.08%

8.38%

8.71%

3.59%

6.88%

1 200
1 000
800
600
400
200
R350.0m

R500.0m

R1 152.0m

R200.0m

R270.0m

R30.0m

R300.0m

R200.0m

R848.0m

R420.5m

R73.1m

Nov 2016

Jan 2017

Dec 2017

Aug 2018

Sep 2018

Sep 2018

Dec 2018

Nov 2019

Dec 2019

Nov 2020

Apr 2024

Amount drawn
Available

Weighted average debt inclusive of fixes amounted to 7.84%. The LTV increased to 36% from 29% prior to the rights
offer and reduced to 28.9% at year-end post the rights offer.
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DEBT FUNDING CAPACITY

The table below reflects anticipated debt capacity in line with the 40% (2014: 40%) LTV restriction. The covenant with
the lenders limits the LTV to 50%. The Board has elected to impose a limit of 40% to align itself with SA Corporate’s
long-term strategic level of 40%.
CONSOLIDATED
2015
R’000

2014
R’000

Debt funding facility
3 844 617

3 100 650

Unutilised facility

500 000

399 350

Overdraft facility

–

–

4 344 617

3 500 000

Loan and guarantee facilities

Total facilities in place
Difference between facility and debt funding capacity
Total debt funding capacity^
Less: Facility utilised
Debt funding capacity available at the end of the year
Adjusted for future capital commitments and proceeds on disposal
Expected proceeds on disposal
Anticipated available debt capacity
^

766 533

4 956 628

4 266 533

120 972

Plus: Net interest rate swap asset

Total capital commitments

612 011

2 721

(3 844 617)

(3 100 650)

1 232 983

1 168 604

303 160

(294 303)

(250 540)

(457 303)

553 700

163 000

1 536 143

874 301

Calculated as 40% of the portfolio (2014: 40%)

COVENANTS

SA Corporate has remained well within its agreed covenant ratios under its financing arrangements. Material covenants,
reflecting the most restrictive ratios where these are the same under various facilities, are as follows:

Covenant ratios
Interest cover ratio
Loan to value

Ratio
requirements

Actual

>2.0

3.7

<50%

29.0%

Antoinette Basson
Financial Director: SA Corporate Real Estate Limited
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Portfolio review: INDUSTRIAL PORTFOLIO
2015 at a glance
Total GLA:

91

783 492 m2

properties

and 56.5% of
portfolio

Total
portfolio value:

R4.5 billion
and 36.3% of
portfolio

OVERVIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
MARKET
Industrial rentals continue to contract in real terms and
new developments based on current market rentals,
cost of debt and building costs have become less viable.
There seems to be a continued rise in vacancies in lesserquality buildings with smaller businesses in mini and midi
units under financial pressure as the economy continues
to present challenges.

Weighted average
discount rate:

14.4%

Weighted average
capitalisation rate:

The industrial net property income growth of 7.1% is
attributable to standing income growth of 6.9%, reduced
vacancies to 0.3% of GLA, strong retentions of 92.9% at
positive reversions of 2.3% and escalations at 8.1%.
SA Corporate’s industrial vacancy remains well below
the sector average circa 4%. Management continues
to proactively manage the portfolio, understanding
and providing for our tenants’ needs, thereby ensuring
good retention. Whilst the industrial lease reversions

Rental rates have remained largely unchanged in the last
quarter as administered and other cost pressures have
weighed on achievable rental levels. 2015 was another
demanding year for the industrial sector as labour
unrest, electricity shortages and increases in costs, rising
producer inflation, high administered costs and a weak
currency all placed a burden on industrial rental growth.

were positive, pressure remains on renewal rentals,
as administered costs continue to rise in an unhelpful
economic environment.
The portfolio’s expense ratio of 22.4% continues to be
meticulously managed and remains contained at well
below the IPD reported benchmark of 30%.

Extract from segmental report

LOOKING AHEAD

Dec 2015
R’000

According to the latest Bureau for Economic Research
Manufacturing

Survey,

8.9%

manufacturing

business

confidence remained unchanged at 34 index points in the
fourth quarter of 2015. This is more than 10 points below
the long-term average level and 8 index points below the
fourth quarter of last year. At the current level more than
6 out of 10 manufacturers are unsatisfied with prevailing
business conditions.
Maxi units (units greater than 4 000 m²) continue to gain
appeal due to their economies in storage and operating
costs. However, this has not necessarily translated

Industrial revenue

565 256

Rental income (excluding straight-line
rental adjustment)

492 444

Net property expenditure
Property expenses
Recovery of property expenses
Net property income
Straight-line rental adjustment
Headline earnings

(47 650)
(128 227)
80 577
444 794
(7 765)
437 029

into higher rental rates for maxi units, probably as a
consequence of tenants negotiating lower rental rates on

Segmental growth rates

larger leasable areas under tougher economic conditions.
The move to larger units is the direct result of companies

Rental income (excluding straight-line
rental adjustment)

wishing to reduce overall business costs and achieve

Property expenses

10.4

efficiencies through consolidation, which would also

Recovery of property expenses

12.5

contribute to flatter rental trends in these units.
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Net property income
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%
7.1

7.1

Industrial
Property by IPD
type by value

INDUSTRIAL
property

EXPIRY PROFILE
Given the large expiry profile in 2015 management embarked on a focused early renewal
strategy which commenced in early 2014. The project has been largely successful with
92.9% of all 2015 lease expiries renewed at an overall positive lease reversion of 2.3%.

EXPIRY PROFILE
% of GLA

Cumulative (%)
100%

35%
30%
Standard units/
Workshops 8%

80%

25%
20%

60%

Warehousing 24%

15%

40%

High-grade industrial 6%

10%

Motor-related outlets 8%

5%

High-tech industrials 45%

Light manufacturing/
Low-grade industrial 8%
Low-grade industrial 1%

20%
0.3%
Vacancies

2.4%

17.2%

30.2%

19.8%

5.4%

24.7%

Monthly

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020+

Percentage of GLA

Other 1%

Cumulative percentage (%)

TOP 10 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS BY VALUE
Dec 2015
value
R’000

Property name

Dec 2015
GLA
m2

% of
sector
value

Beryl Street, Jet Park

321 300

27 681

7.2

112 Yaldwyn Road, Jet Park

307 700

30 299

6.8

57 Sarel Baard Crescent, Centurion

274 300

34 460

6.1

37 Yaldwyn Road, Jet Park

251 100

39 738

5.6

1 Baltex Road, Isipingo

148 200

9 964

3.3

Tygerberg Business Park, Parow

139 000

17 408

3.1

The Eveready Building, Port Elizabeth

137 900

56 412

3.1

Whirlprops 25 Proprietary Limited, Durban

99 100

16 703

2.2

5 Yaldwyn Road, Jet Park

96 800

17 552

2.2

9 Milner Road, Paarden Eiland

95 400

16 169

2.1

Total top 10 industrial

1 870 800

266 386

41.6

Total industrial

4 492 500

783 492

41.6%

34.0%

12 391 570

1 387 140

15.1%

19.2%

% top 10 of industrial portfolio
Total portfolio
% top 10 of total portfolio

The top ten industrial properties by value are well-located properties in major industrial nodes and the majority of these
consist of modern logistics warehousing/head office facilities.

Prospects
Demand remains relatively muted and consequently we are likely to see rental rates remaining largely flat over the
medium term. Flat to negative reversions have become more distinct and widespread across the sector despite low
vacancy levels, with tenancy affordability levels facing significant headwinds. Increasing operating costs and a challenging
economic environment coupled with tenant affordability thresholds have placed a growing pressure on the sustainability
of rental levels. In response, SA Corporate has a very direct and focused strategy of understanding its tenants’ changing
operational needs and endeavours to partner with its tenants to ensure that tougher economic conditions are tolerated.
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Portfolio review: RETAIL PORTFOLIO
2015 at a glance
26

properties

Total portfolio
value:

Total GLA:

353 010 m2
and 25.4% of
portfolio

R5.0 billion

Weighted average
discount rate:

and 40.7% of
traditional portfolio

Retail property market overview
Despite weak economic growth, higher interest rates and
taxes, along with drought, a global economic slowdown
and weak commodity prices, retail trading performance
as measured by the IPD Trading Density Index remains
relatively robust.

14.2%

Weighted average
capitalisation rate:

8.7%

Annualised trading density grew in excess of inflation for
all retail formats barring neighbourhood centres, which
recorded a 2.2% year-on-year growth compared to
the 8.3% recorded by small regional shopping centres –
the top-performing segment.
Neighbourhood centres have noticeably lagged the other
retail centre segments which underlines the importance

Whilst consumers remained under pressure as a result of a
slowdown in income growth, rising debt due to unsecured
lending, higher unemployment and an overall rise in the
cost of living, retail trade sales in real terms for 2015
showed an increase from 2.22% in 2014 to 3.3% in 2015.
The main contributors to this increase were:
n

general dealers (3.2% and contributing 1.3 percentage
points); and

n

retailers in textiles, clothing, footwear and leather
goods (4.3% and contributing 0.9 of a percentage
point).

Trading density increased by 5.8% year on year in current

of nodal dominance in the current economic climate.
On an aggregate level, trading density growth was driven
mainly by a 4.1% increase in the spend per head while
foot count growth lagged behind with an increase of 1.4%
year on year.
Retailers’ cost of occupancy, as measured by the ratio
of gross rental to sales, was marginally down (50 bps)
driven by the shoes, home furnishings and food service
categories.
Retail vacancy rates remain low in aggregate with
community centres, in particular, having experienced
a sharp rise in vacancies.

price terms. The 5.8% increase in trading density was

Community and neighbourhood centres have the highest

driven by a sales growth of 5.5% and a space growth

vacancy rates of 8.7% and 8.4% respectively. The

of (0.3%).

vacancy rates are graphically demonstrated below.
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Retail portfolio performance

through various initiatives and continues to explore

2015 continued the upward trend in net property
income growth in the standing portfolio, driven largely
by ongoing improvement in vacancies, strong tenant
retentions and positive rental reversions. In addition to
the above, redevelopments coupled with the repositioning
of properties to dominate their catchment areas by
the implementation of innovative strategies to provide
differentiation in overtraded nodes, such as the valuebranded outlet strategy, have delivered proven results,
exceeding expectation at Springfield Value Centre and
East Point specifically.

sustainable solutions to the reduction of energy and waste
consumption.

Solar

projects,

lighting

replacements,

efficient mechanical energy generation and building
management systems are being implemented or initiated.

Looking ahead
The retail landscape will be impacted by weak economic
growth,

although

currently

not

as

significantly

as

expected. The rising interest rate cycle and growing
unemployment will have a negative impact on retail
sales. Consequently, the trend forward will reflect a
lumping together of purchases on a single visit and, more
importantly, consumers increasingly looking to value

2015
(%)

2014
(%)

4.5

5.9

Tenant retentions

84.6

81.5

Recent trends emanating from the US suggest that

Rental reversions

6.5

3.5

consumers are looking for diversity of product and

42.2

44.4

6.1

2.1

Performance area
Vacancies by % of GLA

Expense ratio
Trading density growth
including properties
under development

centres as a defensive mechanism to combat the strains
of a depressed economy.

experience.
The “old foes” remain crime, poor parking and the
emergence of online retailers.

Property expenses continue to rise in the face of rising
electricity costs and other municipal expenses. However,
the Company has managed to contain expense growth

Expiry profile
EXPIRY PROFILE
% of GLA

Cumulative (%)

25%

100%

20%

80%

15%

60%

10%

40%

5%

20%
4.5%

10.4%

Vacancies

Monthly

17.7%

14.2%

21.3%

9.8%

22.1%

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020+

Percentage of GLA

Cumulative percentage (%)
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Portfolio review: RETAIL PORTFOLIO >> continued
Extract from segmental report
Dec 2015
R’000
Retail revenue

687 870

Rental income (excluding straight-line rental adjustment)

423 459

Net property expenditure

(26 539)
(290 194)

Property expenses

263 655

Recovery of property expenses

396 920

Net property income

756

Straight-line rental adjustment

397 676

Headline earnings
Segmental growth rates

%
5.3

Rental income (excluding straight-line rental adjustment)

(1.3)

Property expenses
Recovery of property expenses

1.3

Net property income

7.7

Top 10 retail buildings by value
Property name

Dec 2015
value
R’000

Dec 2015
GLA
(m ²)

% of
sector
value

Musgrave Centre, Berea

848 400

39 326

16.8

East Point Mall, Boksburg

843 600

44 465

16.7

Umlazi Mega City, Umlazi

410 300

61 514

8.1

Bluff Shopping Centre, Bluff

364 000

21 430

7.2

Pine Crest Centre, Pinetown (50% ownership)

355 200

40 141

7.0

Springfield Value Centre, Springfield

319 000

20 340

6.3

Montana Crossing, Montana

239 800

23 210

4.8

Hayfields Mall, Hayfields

168 700

12 684

3.3

Davenport Square Shopping Centre, Glenwood

147 000

9 307

2.9

Comaro Crossing, Oakdene

145 700

13 177

2.9

Total

3 841 700

285 594

76.2

Total retail

5 040 200

353 010

76.2%

80.9%

12 391 570

1 387 140

31.0%

20.6%

% top 10 of retail portfolio
Total portfolio
% top 10 of portfolio
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REDevelopments
Commenced 2014

through will be positioned, an aesthetic upgrade to
property, and an extension and aesthetic upgrade to
Woolworths.

East Point, Boksburg
The reconfiguration and reduction of the big box user
Pick n Pay, internal layouts of the full centre and parking
improvements, at a cost of R433.1 million with a yield of
9.6% is scheduled for completion in July 2016 with a fully
let centre.

Cullinan Jewel, Cullinan
This project will include an expansion and refurbishment
of Spar, the introduction of Ackermans, the expansion of
Pep and an aesthetic upgrade to the property as well as
achieving outstanding compliance aspects.

Umlazi Mega City, Umlazi
The creation of additional GLA of 19 000 m² resulting
in a total GLA of 54 200 m² at a cost of R263.7 million
(75% undivided share of development cost) with a yield
of 9.3% is scheduled for completion in June 2017.

Kempton Park Shoprite, Kempton Park
This project will include the development of an automotive
cluster with reconfigurations of existing space for better
rental opportunities. Major tenants F1, Supaquick and
Earn-a-Car have been secured.

Stellenbosch Square, Stellenbosch
This redevelopment creates additional GLA of 700 m²
with a reconfiguration of the restaurant/lifestyle space
at a cost of R25.1 million (50% undivided share of
development cost), resulting in a yield of 11.1% and is
scheduled for completion in March 2016.

Disposals and ACQUISITIONS
The sale of three retail properties in the past year
was successfully undertaken as part of the Company’s
recycling of capital strategy where properties with limited
growth and in ailing nodes were disposed of in order to
acquire more accretive assets.

Commenced 2015

The Company disposed of:

Bluff Shopping Centre, Bluff
This project creates additional GLA of 3 314 m² at a

n

a 50% undivided share in Stellenbosch Square,

cost of R65.3 million with a yield of 9.7%. The project

Stellenbosch (resulting from the joint venture with

commenced in January 2015 and was completed in

Retail Africa) at an exit yield of 7.8%;

January 2016.

n

Comaro Crossing, Oakdene

n

This development was undertaken to improve parking,
circulation and convenience elements (including a new
Food Lover’s Market) and commenced in March 2015 at a

will be spent to improve the compliance aspects on the
property. The yield excluding this defensive capital cost
is 11%.

Middelburg Pick n Pay, Middelburg at an exit yield
of 8.3%; and

n

Checkers Somerset, Somerset West at an exit yield
of 7.1%, disposed in 2016.

cost of R53.7 million with a yield of 8%, to be completed
by August 2016. R14 million of the total capital cost

The Boulevard, Melville at an exit yield of 7.4%;

The Company contractually acquired:
n

Morning Glen Shopping Centre, Gallo Manor at a
12-month forward yield of 9.7%.

Prospects

Planned 2016

The active management of the retail portfolio has

Midway Mews, Midrand, Gauteng
This project will create additional GLA of 1 858 m²
which will include a new Chicken Licken drive-through,
an extension to include a deck providing an upmarket
restaurant offering, an aesthetic upgrade to the property,
an improvement to the convenience tenant mix and the
creation of a medical offering on the first floor.

delivered outperformance beyond expectation; together
with the improved standing portfolio performance and
planned redevelopments, a solid platform has been
created for continued positive performance in this sector.
Based on the ongoing implementation of the retail
turnaround strategy, with a focus on creating efficiency
of costs in the portfolio by ensuring that the relevance of

Cambridge Crossing, Paulshof, Gauteng

each property is achieved in the nodes they service, and

This project will create additional GLA of 1 361 m² which

by application and use of sound property management

will include a new drive-through fast-food retailer, an

principals we continue to be optimistic about the future

extension of GLA to include a deck on which the drive-

enhancements to the portfolio.
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Portfolio review: COMMERCIAL PORTFOLIO
2015 at a glance
17

properties

Total
portfolio value:

Total GLA:

80 578 m2

R1.1 billion

and 5.8% of
portfolio

and 8.7% of
portfolio

OVERVIEW OF THE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
MARKET
SAPOA records the national office vacancy rate in
Q4:2015 at 10.6%. This is unchanged from its prior
report. Cape Town has the lowest vacancy rate in the
country at 7.2%. The SA economy grew by just 1.3%
in 2015, which is down on the previous year’s growth
of 1.5% according to Stats SA. This reflects the third
consecutive year in which SA’s growth has slowed. This
does not bode well for an oversupplied office sector and

Weighted average
discount rate:

14.2%

Weighted average
capitalisation rate:

8.7%

continues to show signs of weakness, compounded by
corporate consolidation activity in the market. Vacancies
are expected to remain high with any signs of growth
in rental rates muted as higher vacancies and negative
lease renewal reversions impact rental growth coupled
with a low growth environment and high structural
unemployment.

Extract from segmental report
Dec 2015
R’000

SA Corporate remains underweight in the sector.
The office market remains under significant pressure,
with an oversupply of offices and rental pricing largely
unchanged since 2013, as opposed to the trend in
operating costs which are rising. Pressure remains in
respect of market rentals with the office market operating
in a low growth environment as the office sector remains
highly correlated to GDP growth.
Increasing vacancies in underperforming office buildings,
with longer vacancy periods and lower reversions impacted
negatively on the overall office growth particularly in respect
of long-term leases which have recently been renewed and
escalating historically at 8% per annum compound.

LOOKING AHEAD
The current uncertainty in the economy has resulted in
demand remaining largely unresponsive as the economy

Office subsector
Stand-alone office
Retail office
Total

GLA
(m 2)

Commercial revenue

144 409

Rental income (excluding straight-line
rental adjustment)
Net property expenditure
Property expenses
Recovery of property expenses

114
(21
(50
28

765
646)
154)
508

93 119
(1 136)
94 255

Net property income
Straight-line rental adjustment
Headline earnings
Segmental growth rates

%

Rental income (excluding straight-line
rental adjustment)

(3.5)

Property expenses
Recovery of property expenses
Net property income

2.3
0.3
(5.3)

% of
total
GLA

Vacant
% vacancy
GLA
of GLA
(m 2)
type

% vacancy
of total
Office
GLA

80 578

79.28

6 699

8.31

6.59

21 065
101 643

20.72
100.00

4 601
11 300

21.84
11.12

4.53
11.12

The above table reflects the relatively low vacancy of the stand-alone office vacancies as SA Corporate includes retail
office vacancies (offices in or above retail centres) in the overall office vacancy number.
Commercial vacancies by GLA decreased from 12.7% at 31 December 2014 to 11.1% at 31 December 2015. Offices remain
a small component of the portfolio and the focus will continue to be to divest of non-performing B- to C-grade properties
in secondary nodes, with the conversion to residential of 252 Montrose Avenue, Randburg and 199 North Ridge Road,
KwaZulu-Natal.
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COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY BY IPD
TYPE BY VALUE

EXPIRY PROFILE
Management continues to focus on tenant retention given the very challenging economic
conditions.
In terms of tenant retention, of the 19 520 m² which expired during 2015, 17 259 m²
or 88.42% were successfully retained at an overall negative reversion of (7.3%), mainly
attributable to the renewal of two larger leases with Bosch in La Lucia, KwaZulu-Natal and
Turner and Townsend in Illovo, Johannesburg both coming off the back of five-year leases.

COMMERCIAL
property

EXPIRY PROFILE
% of GLA

Cumulative (%)

30%

100%

25%

80%

20%
City Decentralised
Offices 83%
Medical 14%
Provincial Offices 3%

60%

15%
40%

10%
5%

20%
11.1%

10.4%

25.5%

13.0%

9.9%

8.9%

21.2%

Vacancies

Monthly

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020+

Percentage of GLA

Cumulative percentage (%)

TOP 10 COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS BY VALUE
Property name
World Trade Centre, Sandton

Dec 2015
value
R’000

Dec 2015
GLA
m2

% of
sector
value

379 300

15 877

35.4

1 Holwood Park, Umhlanga Ridge

97 200

7 504

9.1

28 Durham Road, Mthatha

79 100

4 198

7.4

Unipark Offices, Bloemfontein

71 700

6 713

6.7

22 Voortrekker Street, Vredenburg

65 300

3 067

6.1

Cnr Old Pretoria and Alexandra Roads, Midrand

53 700

2 828

5.0

102 Essenwood Road, Durban

53 400

4 671

5.0

21 Fricker Road, Illovo

48 100

2 800

4.5

Cnr Handel and Crownwood Roads

37 000

6 131

3.5

199 North Ridge Road, Durban
Total top 10 commercial
Total commercial
% top 10 of commercial portfolio
Total portfolio

33 700

4 639

3.1

918 500

58 428

85.8

1 070 700

80 578

85.8%

72.5%

12 391 570

1 387 140

7.4%

4.2%

% top 10 of total portfolio

PROSPECTS
Landlords are willing to offer substantial tenant installation allowances, rent-free periods and rental discounts to attract
and retain tenants while tenants seek to optimise space efficiencies. Real business activity and a take-up of office
vacancies are likely to remain subdued. The two-tiered market continues to dominate this sector, with B- and C-grade
office space remaining under pressure. This trend is unlikely to change in the short to medium term as we anticipate
vacancy levels to remain fairly unpredictable, with momentum to the downside.
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Portfolio review: AFHCO PORTFOLIO
2015 at a glance
44

properties

Total GLA:

Total portfolio value:

and 12.2% of portfolio

and 14.4% of portfolio

170 060 m2

AFHCO RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY MARKET
OVERVIEW

Weighted average
capitalisation rate:

R1.8 billion

10.2%

retail space and approximately 120 residential units to
the portfolio.

Residential property accounts for approximately 63% of
the AFHCO portfolio by GLA, down from 71% in the prior
year. The residential sector continued to benefit from
the high demand for quality, affordable, well-managed
accommodation.
Vacancies and arrears remained low, the former even
more favourably than the previous year, with rental
escalations sustaining above inflation increases.

Coupled with the new acquisitions, AFHCO completed
two mixed-use developments during 2015, which added
an additional 279 residential units and approximately
500 m2 of retail to the portfolio.
The result is that AFHCO now holds 3 983 residential
units and approximately 55 000 m2 of retail space.
On the development front AFHCO commenced four

AFHCO RETAIL/COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
MARKET OVERVIEW

developments

during

2015

and

have

additionally

commenced a further two developments in January 2016,

Retail/commercial property forms approximately 37%

which are all due for completion at various stages in 2016.

of the AFHCO portfolio by GLA, up from 29% last year,

When complete, the portfolio will be further boosted

due largely to the acquisition of a mainly retail portfolio

by the addition of 600 units and 7 000 m2 retail space.

consisting of 12 buildings during 2015.

The acquisition of the Jeppe Post Office building in the

Vacancies of 4.8% at the end of 2015 – when compared

heart of the inner city is seen as a major coup for AFHCO.

with last year’s 1.8% – were due to vacancies that existed

With a bulk of 58 000 m2, AFHCO intends developing this

in the new retail portfolio acquired, which has already
been reduced at the start of the 2016 year.

building over several phases and when complete it will
house approximately 850 units and 14 000 m2 of prime

The low vacancy levels are indicative of the high demand
for well-positioned inner-city rental stock. Average
escalations for 2015 were approximately 9%, with strong
tenant retentions and positive rental reversions.

retail space.
The residential sector continues to reflect a hunger for
affordable, well-managed and secure housing, with
demand continuing to outstrip supply, albeit that tough

LOOKING AHEAD

economic times persist and that there are new entrants

The Johannesburg inner-city property sector remains

to the market. This is most notably down to the continued

healthy, with strong rental growth and low vacancies by

migratory pattern from rural to urban areas as new

and large the order of the day.

entrants to the job market, or those seeking better

The acquisition by AFHCO of Morulat (five properties)
and Elite Star (one property) – in the first quarter of the
year – on 1 January 2015 and 1 March 2015 respectively,
as well as Atkinson House on 1 March 2015, added a
further 1 562 residential units and 5 311 m of retail
2

space to the AFHCO portfolio.

opportunities, look to cities to provide these opportunities.
Johannesburg, and the inner city in particular, remains
a preferred destination for many, being the economic
powerhouse of the country.
This is evident in that residential vacancies remained
low in 2015, at an average of below 5%, and which is

In addition, the second half of 2015 saw AFHCO acquire

expected to remain low for the foreseeable future, against

an inner-city portfolio consisting predominantly of retail

the backdrop of strong demand for conveniently situated,

properties, which added approximately 18 476 m

secure and affordable accommodation.

2
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Seasonal vacancies were once again experienced towards

With regards to the retail portfolio, it would be prudent

the end of 2015, with vacancies peaking at 5.6%,

to expect a slowdown in rental growth due to tougher

however this figure has once again reduced in the first

economic

quarter of 2016 as is typical each year and represents an

resulting in a slowdown of consumer spending. However,

improvement on the previous year.

escalations are still expected to be between 8% and 9%.

The inner city continues to improve its offering to those

Vacancies on the other hand are however expected to

who work and live in the city, making it a further attraction

remain low in 2016, with quality retail in short supply.

to newcomers, with Newtown Junction Shopping Centre
having recently been opened in Newtown, various fitness
clubs opening throughout the city, and nightlife becoming
more popular. AFHCO too intends significantly improving
the offering to its tenant base, as well as anybody visiting
the city, through the End Street Precinct upgrade which
commenced in 2016. Once complete this precinct upgrade
of approximately R250 million will offer shopping,

times

and

worsening

exchange

rates,

Bad debts continue to average 1% or less, with advance
payments in the residential sector still very strong, i.e.
being tenants that pay rental before the first day of
the month.

EXPIRY PROFILE — AFHCO RETAIL/
COMMERCIAL

entertainment, food, fitness, health and much more.

The retail expiries profile has remained largely unchanged

One of the biggest threats to the residential housing

for redevelopment in early 2016 and have thus been

sector remains above-inflationary increases for municipal

maintained on monthly leases for strategic reasons.

charges. Municipal tariff increases which occur every

A high percentage of leases expire in 2019 and beyond.

from 2014 in that certain areas have been earmarked

year during Q3 impact on landlords’ operating costs and,
accordingly, the yield on their properties. Tenants in the
affordable housing sector are unfortunately most affected
as many of these increases are merely passed on. Most
municipal charges increased significantly above a CPIrelated 6%, with electricity rising by approximately 10%,
water by 12% and sewerage by 14%.

Commercial expiries for 2016 relate mainly to office
space scheduled to be redeveloped into residential units
in early 2016, whilst 2017 expiries relate mainly to the
AFHCO head office at AFHCO Corner.

EXPIRY PROFILE — AFHCO RESIDENTIAL
As residential leases are subject to the Consumer

It can be argued that these double-digit municipal price

Protection Act (“CPA”) all residential leases are cancellable

hikes are impacting on the landlord’s ability to increase

on 20 business days’ notice, subject to a reasonable

rentals,

escalations.

penalty being charged. Whilst 12-month leases are

Nonetheless, AFHCO’s residential rental growth continued

concluded in the majority of cases, with leases converting

to demonstrate sustainability, with strong escalations of

to monthly leases after 12 months, the reality is that all

9% on average. With further pressure expected on the

leases are effectively monthly leases due to the CPA.

consumer in 2016 with rising prices and a gloomy economy,

AFHCO’s average tenancy is, however, approximately

rental escalations are expected to average 8% for 2016.

22 months at present.

possibly

accounting

for

lower

EXPIRY PROFILE
% of GLA

Cumulative (%)

50%

100%

40%

80%

30%

60%

20%

40%

10%

4.8%
Vacancies

8.4%
Monthly

23.7%

14.6%

12.4%

2016
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2018

Percentage of GLA

6.7%
2019

20%
29.4%
2020+

Cumulative percentage (%)
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Portfolio review: AFHCO PORTFOLIO >> continued
EXTRACT FROM segmental report
Dec 2015
R’000
Revenue

217 014

Rental income (excluding straight-line rental adjustment)

171 686
46 628

Net property expenditure

(89 568)

Property expenses

42 940

Recovery of property expenses

125 240

Net property income

2 206

Straight-line rental adjustment

127 446

Headline earnings

TOP 10 AFHCO BUILDINGS BY VALUE
Property name

Dec 2015
value
R’000

Dec 2015
GLA m 2

% of
sector
value

120 End Street, Doornfontein

287 500

33 940

16.1

Newgate, Newtown

129 700

12 726

7.3

Frank & Hirsch, Johannesburg

109 600

10 259

6.1

Atkinson House, Marshalltown

91 600

9 251

5.1

Nukerk, Johannesburg

83 500

8 312

4.7

Ilanga, Johannesburg

79 800

7 295

4.5

Stuttafords, Johannesburg

77 000

7 586

4.3

Legae (Connaught and Gemdawn Mansions), Johannesburg

76 000

7 199

4.3

Cavendish House, Johannesburg

69 000

5 684

3.9

Maxwell Hall, Johannesburg

59 300

6 938

3.3

54 000

4 689

3.0

Total top 10 AFHCO

1 117 000

113 879

62.6

Total AFHCO

1 788 170

170 060

62.5%

67.0%

12 391 570

1 387 140

9.0%

8.2%

Moray House, Johannesburg

% top 10 of AFHCO portfolio
Total portfolio
% top 10 of total portfolio

The top ten buildings account for 62.6% of the value of the AFHCO portfolio (67.0% of AFHCO GLA).
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DEVELOPMENTS
Six

developments

Letsema House, Johannesburg
are

expected

to

be

completed

The redevelopment of this commercial building, situated

between April 2016 and December 2016, and would

directly across from Atkinson House, into 161 units,

further strengthen the residential portfolio as the retail

comprising bachelor, one- and two-bedroom units, as

component is already complete and tenanted.

well as 1 300 m2 of retail space.

African Diamond, Johannesburg

End Park Precinct, Doornfontein

The upgrade and reconfiguration of the 61 residential

The redevelopment of this precinct in End, Rockey

units in this residential building situated in the heart of

and Davies Streets in Doornfontein, adjacent to the

the Fashion district, comprising bachelor, one- and two-

120 End Street building – AFHCO’s largest building – will

bedroom units.

see six buildings undergo conversion from commercial to
mixed-use buildings. The first phase is due for completion

Moray House, Johannesburg
The redevelopment of this residential building, situated
in close proximity to Smal Street – the busiest pedestrian

at the end of 2016 and will comprise 152 units and 1 059 m2
of retail. Phase two is due for completion during 2017.

strip in the Johannesburg inner city – into 84 units,

Normandie Court, Johannesburg

comprising bachelor, one- and two-bedroom units.

The upgrade of this sectional title residential building,
comprising 113 one-bedroom units, situated in central CBD.

Stuttafords House, Johannesburg
The conversion of this heritage building situated in

PROSPECTS

Rissik Street into 188 units, comprising bachelor, one-,

With the high demand for affordable, well-managed

two-and three-bedroom units. Stuttafords House is being

accommodation

developed with a higher specification than normal, with a

AFHCO’s existing portfolio, development pipeline and

view to attracting higher income earners into this iconic

further possible acquisitions, stand it in good stead to

Johannesburg building, conveniently located close to

deliver sustainable growth into the future that will yield

large corporates and local government.

favourable results.

showing

no

signs

of

abatement,

Legae (Formerly Connaught Mansions),
Johannesburg
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Portfolio review: REST OF AFRICA PORTFOLIO
2015 at a glance
3

properties

Total GLA:

27 541 m2

Weighted average
capitalisation rate:

Investment in JV value:

R0.9 billion*

8.5%

* SA Corporate’s ownership

REST OF AFRICA BUILDINGS BY VALUE
Dec 2015
property
value
R’000*

Property name

Dec 2015
GLA m 2

% of
sector
value

East Park Mall

562 598

14 224

60

Acacia Office Park

222 787

6 244

24

Jacaranda Mall

152 036

7 073

16

Total Rest of Africa

937 421

27 541

100

*	SA Corporate’s 50% ownership. The investment is a joint venture and has been brought into SA Corporate’s Annual
Financial Statements through equity accounting.
SA Corporate’s strategy to diversify into sub-Saharan

yield of 8.7% with the right to participate in the further

Africa is based on the long-term growth prospects offered

development of East Park Mall.

by an emerging market as well as the ability to identify a
geographical region in which we can exercise significant

Due to the Zambian market volatility we insisted on a

influence while building critical mass and developing

number of measures to mitigate this risk. The undertakings

intellectual property, all with the fundamental aim of

were provided by the majority seller who represents 84%

sustainable expansion.

of the transaction and not from the minority seller from

SA Corporate is in the fortunate position to be large
enough to influence opportunities in a new region, and
yet small enough that the strategy can have a significant
impact on the Company’s performance. As a result of the
diversified portfolio across industrial, retail, residential
and commercial, SA Corporate is well placed to exploit
opportunities in developing economies.
Once the decision to expand beyond South Africa’s
borders was taken we identified a portfolio of properties in
Zambia consisting of high-quality assets with robust cash
flows, potential future growth through expansion and a
local partner with a strong network within the country.
Accordingly we purchased a 50% interest in the Zambian
portfolio for US$49.6 million. The portfolio comprises
three established properties: East Park Mall and Acacia

whom a discount was negotiated.
The three mitigating actions include:
•	a two-year yield guarantee which escalates at 3.5% in
the second year;
•	a four-year price adjustment whereby for 84% of
the investment to the extent that the fourth-year
NPI capitalised at 8.5% is less than the purchase
enterprise value, the purchaser will be made good
in either shares or cash (taking note that should the
performance be ahead of the purchase enterprise
value, then there is a payment to the minority seller
to a maximum of US$0.5 million); and
•	a tax indemnity in respect of 84% of the income for
five years.

Office Park in the new “Sandton” of Lusaka and Jacaranda

The mitigating actions are secured by the Group who

Mall in Ndola. The investment was made at an initial

continue to hold a 50% interest in the Casilli portfolio.
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EXPIRY PROFILE
% of GLA

Cumulative (%)

40%

100%

35%
80%

30%
25%

REST OF
AFRICA
PROPERTY
BY GLA

60%

20%
15%

40%

10%
5%

Retail 77%
Office 23%

20%
2.7%

0.0%

12.4%

5.6%

10.2%

31.7%

37.4%

Vacancies

Monthly

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020+

Percentage of GLA

Cumulative percentage (%)

East Park Mall,
Lusaka
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Sustainability REPORT
SA Corporate believes that in order to be a truly successful property enterprise, it needs to consider more than simple
financial returns. Accordingly, over the past five years it has actively ensured that throughout its business operations,
social, environmental and ethical concerns are addressed at the appropriate level.

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL — CREATING RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES
From a social and community perspective, SA Corporate is focused on building strong and resilient communities. Its innercity redevelopment of properties into residential units not only provides much-needed accommodation, but also creates
an innovative solution to buildings that have been mothballed for many years. Furthermore, the traditional retail centre
provides the perfect opportunity for a landlord to engage two key stakeholders: its customers and tenants. By holding
such a diverse portfolio, SA Corporate demonstrates its commitment to all types of property which forms the cornerstone
of its contribution to a strong local and national economy.

AFHCO INNER-CITY INITIATIVES
CityKidz
AFHCO’s CityKidz has grown in recent years with pupil numbers

CityKidz

increasing from 297 in 2014 to 383 in 2015. The intention is to be
able to eventually accommodate 500 learners at the school. Due to
demand an extra grade RR was added to the school. As the school
required extra classes the existing hall was converted into two new
classrooms, leaving the school without a hall.
To facilitate the growth of the school AFHCO acquired the property
adjoining the school. Two classrooms and a temporary school
hall were constructed in this building. These new classrooms will
ultimately become the science and computer laboratories while
the first floor of the building will be converted into the new hall.
The existing ground floor will become the new administration block
together with the teachers’ lounge, sick room and new tuck shop.
CityKidz was privileged to be chosen by Infundo Likusasalethu,
a programme sponsored by the Dischem Foundation, to be part
of their Systematic Reading Initiative. This programme assists
those learners who are struggling in the classroom and has proved
beneficial from both an academic and social perspective. The
children have achieved real, sustainable results and the frustration
and low self-esteem of the past has been replaced with new

CityKidz classroom

optimism and the satisfaction of achievement. Class teachers have
all commented on the many important benefits beyond improved
reading, such as better focus, better attitude and even better
marks in most of their learning subjects. The programme enables
and supports children to consistently make accelerated progress.
In 2014 pupils in the programme made significant gains during the
period of intervention and in 2015 the initiative had an enormously
positive impact on children’s confidence, motivation and interest in
reading in and outside the classroom.
CityKidz competed against seven other schools in an Inter Schools
Athletics Competition for the first time during 2015. The athletes
performed exceptionally well and many individual medals were won.
CityKidz came first overall and won all the relay races, bar one!
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CityKidz schoolchildren

Albert Street Boulevard
AFHCO has been instrumental in obtaining the support and permissions for the closure of a portion of Albert Street,
between Atkinson House and Letsema House, from the various council departments. The street and paving have been
levelled and the tar and pavements have been replaced with cobble stones.
Once approved by the Mayoral Committee and the Johannesburg City Council, the children’s playground, basketball
court, trees, benches and lighting as well as kiosks for the sale of various commodities will be installed. Security for
the area will be monitored by means of video cameras watched by the security guards at Atkinson House.
This area will serve the inner-city residents and visitors well by providing a safe space for them to relax and exercise
in, while enjoying an outdoor experience.
End Street Park
Since 2009 AFHCO Property Management has been managing End Street Park. AFHCO covers the expenses of the
Park with regard to cleaning, security and gardening, including maintaining the plants and grass, as well as managing
the opening and closing of the Park. This park is well used by inner-city residents, workers and members of the public.
AFHCO is in the process of renewing the agreement with City Parks to manage the park for a further five years.

RETAIL CENTRE INITIATIVES

During the winter months national blood supplies are

For many years SA Corporate has worked with the
Primedia Lifestyle Group to ensure that these important
stakeholders can participate in specific projects that
benefit the surrounding community.
SA

Corporate

has

identified

a

of

causes

Annual CANSA Shavathon. Five retail centres, namely
Towers,

Hayfields

Mall,

away for the school holidays. The South African National
Blood Service (SANBS) is a non-profit organisation
operating across South Africa and the SADC region and
prides itself on being one of the safest and most efficient

number

that it supports on an annual basis, for example the
Bluff

critically low due to illness and the number of donors being

Davenport

Square,

Musgrave Centre and Pine Crest, showed their support for
the Shavathon by creating the opportunity for shoppers
and tenants to spray and shave their hair at the centres.

blood donation services in the world.
In an effort to boost blood supplies, and to honour
Mandela Day, Musgrave Centre partnered with the
SANBS and The Sunfoil Dolphins to raise awareness of
the importance of donating blood. The initial aim was to
collect 67 pints of blood, which was surpassed with a total

A total of R32 600 was raised and donated to CANSA.

of 111 pints of blood being donated.

For Mandela Day four retail centres, Bluff Towers,

North Park Mall hosted 10 national blood service drives

Hayfields Mall, Davenport Square and Springfield Value
Centre, combined efforts to collect blankets, canned
goods and books. The various items that were collected
at the centres were then distributed to homes in the area
to uplift the community.

in 2015, making the mall and the SANBS active partners
in this worthy cause, with close to 600 units of blood
being collected. The blood drives take place indoors and
can accommodate between six – eight donors at a time.
The mobile clinics are staffed by the SANBS, including

Shavathon
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Sustainability REPORT >> continued

Mandela Day blood
donation challenge

registered nurses, who rigorously screen every donor that
comes in. North Park Mall is proud to host this initiative
and act as partner to the SANBS.
Recognising the importance of a healthy community,
Pine Crest, together with local radio station, VUMA FM,
hosted a “Get Up & Go Wellness Day” on 28 March 2015
to address health and wellness within the large shopper
base, offering a number of free services to check and be
better informed about their current health status. More
than 1 000 people received free blood pressure testing.
Wellness Day

Winner of the
generator

Load shedding
campaign

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL — AWARDS
CityKidz’s Lulama Gcuka achieved great success in the Gauteng Department of Education Johannesburg Region Spelling
Bee where she came first in a nail-biting competition. She then went on to represent CityKidz and Gauteng at the
provincial competition and although, she did not win, she did exceptionally well in the competition.
SA Corporate, together with Primedia Lifestyle, won a Silver Footprint Award in 2015 for Musgrave Centre’s Load
Shedding 2015 Campaign. Musgrave Centre’s marketing team knew that they could help by informing the customers of
best practice during load shedding and also by making them aware that they could be part of the solution by reducing
their demand for electricity.
The advertising campaign was unique in that it took a negative social issue, such as load shedding, flipped it and marketed
it in a positive light. The campaign reached a vast number of shoppers through digital and in-mall communication
channels, showing a return on marketing investment as well as addressing a social issue affecting all South Africans.
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TRANSFORMATION
SA Corporate welcomed the news that the Property
Sector Code was released for public comment in 2015.
SA Corporate is committed to ensuring that, on
promulgation, it will be in a position to implement
the required changes to enable verification according
to the Amended Property Sector Code for the next
verification process in 2017.
SA Corporate is in the process of completing its
2015/2016 BBBEE verification based on the existing
Property Sector Code and this new Certificate will be
published on the website as soon as it is available.

NATURAL CAPITAL — GREENING THE
PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
Although SA Corporate has a minimal direct impact on
the natural environment, it recognises the impact that
the built environment in general has on climate change.
Accordingly, SA Corporate is committed to reducing
energy consumption and implementing green initiatives
across its property portfolios.
The Social, Ethics and Environment Committee oversees
management’s
initiatives

and

implementation
ensures

they

of

environmental

remain

high

on

the

agenda. The Committee met three times in 2015 and
approved the Environmental Policy in November 2015.
The

HUMAN CAPITAL — COMMITMENT TO OUR
EMPLOYEES
In 2015 SA Corporate finalised the transfer of the
employees from OMP to the ManCo in terms of
section 197 of the Labour Relations Act. This entailed
appointing new payroll and human resource service
providers and identifying a replacement medical aid
and life insurer that could match the existing employee
benefits. We are pleased to report that the transfer
was completed seamlessly and timeously.

Environmental

Policy

was

also

adopted

by

SA Corporate’s Board on 3 December 2015. It is available
on the website.
As part of the commitment to reducing the carbon
footprint, a number of projects have been implemented
across the portfolio. Two projects were undertaken in the
Western Cape portfolio. At 1 Marconi Street in Montague
Gardens, all the high bay lighting and fluorescent fittings
were removed and new energy-saving LED lighting was
installed throughout the premises. At Checkers Centre in
Somerset West an inverter system was installed in order
to provide the centre with emergency lighting, and all

In addition, all employees have performance contracts

the parking area lighting was replaced with new LED

and personal development plans in place which

fittings. These initiatives will not only reduce energy

are reviewed on an annual basis. All SA Corporate

consumption, but they will result in lower operating costs

employees

for the properties.

are

required

to

attend

continuous

professional development courses relevant to their
respective position and to ensure continuous growth.

In the KZN portfolio, 24 Westmead Road benefited from
an energy-efficient lighting initiative. All the light fittings
in the premises were upgraded with energy-saving
lights and the cost of the project was shared between
the landlord and the tenant. Not only were improved lux
levels obtained, but according to the logger reports there
was a 60% – 70% reduction in the energy consumed
by the energy-saving lights when compared to previous
readings.
In

the

Johannesburg

Commercial

and

Industrial

portfolios, a number of energy-saving initiatives were
implemented in 2015. These included, amongst other
projects, the replacement of incandescent lamps with
energy-saving lamps, replacing globes and parking area
lights, and installing a 100 kilovolts-ampere reactive
power factor unit.
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AFHCO’s rooftop garden

CARBON FOOTPRINT

AFHCO has been at the forefront of rooftop gardens in the

The organisational boundaries used to measure the carbon

inner city. The rooftop garden at African Diamond Building

footprint utilised by SA Corporate is the equity share

was the first in Johannesburg and was established in 2011

approach. Under this approach the Company accounts for

as a pilot garden. One of the aims of the pilot garden

its greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions from operations

was to introduce inner-city rooftop gardens to property

according to its share of equity in the operation.

owners within the city.

The assessment includes 171 properties owned and

The main purpose for the establishment of the garden

let by SA Corporate, including the 41 properties in the

was to promote sustainable urban living through local

AFHCO portfolio, which is 100% owned by SA Corporate

food production, improved nutrition and food security for

and three partly owned properties, being Pine Crest

local residents, as well as to provide livelihoods for some

Centre (50% owned), Umlazi Mega City (75% owned)

members of the inner-city community who would raise

and Stellenbosch Square (50% owned) in respect of the

income through the sale of the produce.

traditional portfolio.

AFHCO partnered with the Greenhouse Project, which

The carbon footprint calculations include all direct

promotes sustainable construction and living strategies.

emissions

The Greenhouse Project ensures that unemployed people

equipment), indirect emissions from purchased electricity

are trained as gardeners, to plant and maintain the

under Scope 2, as well as Scope 3 emissions (water).

vegetables. It also provides instrumental scientific advice

As electricity accounts for 98.6% of the total measured

on gardening and permaculture.

emissions in 2015, focus will be on progress and

In 2015 renovations of the African Diamond Building
commenced. In order to complement the new building,
the rooftop garden is also undergoing a facelift. The garden

under

Scope

1

(fuel

and

gas

used

in

management in this regard. Currently all electricity used
is derived from Eskom-generated electricity from the
national grid.

is being reconstructed with new roof waterproofing and

The graph alongside reflects the total Scope 2 emission in

drainage and a completely new shade cloth covering built

respect of purchased electricity for the period 2014 and

to the specifications of the Greenhouse Project.

2015 by sector in respect of the like-for-like portfolio.

A worm farm will be incorporated to provide fertiliser
for the plants so the garden will be self-sustaining and
organic, and the produce will be sold to the tenants and
workers in the inner city. The intention is for the school
children from CityKidz School to make regular excursions
to the garden for educational purposes.

AFHCO’s rooftop
garden
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Traditional portfolio

The

kWh Tonnes CO2e

overall

carbon

footprint

has

reduced

from

214 148.27 carbon dioxide equivalent (“CO2e”) to

200 000

192 941.65 CO2e. The like-for-like Scope 2 emissions
have reduced by 8.3% or 17 242.50 CO2e.

150 000

This is attributable to the following initiatives undertaken
in 2014/2015:

100 000

n

Installation

of smart electricity

metering in

all

buildings to improve accuracy and reliability of data

50 000

collection;
11 292

11 106

65 245

68 075

92 394 105 738

Industrial

Commercial

168 930 184 920

Retail

n

Power factor correction reviews aimed at identifying
and correcting sites with unsatisfactory power factors

Total

were initiated;

2015
2014

n

Tariff analyses have been carried out and applications
have been lodged with local authorities to apply the
corrections where required;

n

AFHCO portfolio

Energy

audits

implemented

identify

25 000

lighting and plans put in place to facilitate correction;
n

electrical

to

inefficiencies

20 000

in

were

kWh Tonnes CO2e

consumptions,

mainly

After hours consumption was reviewed to understand
where critical to tenant operations and working with
tenants to reduce consumption where practical; and

15 000

n

Appointed Terra Firma Solutions to evaluate potential
sites for solar PV installations; two viable sites were

10 000

identified with roll-out expected in 2016.
5 000
353

823

Retail/Commercial
2015

20 118

20 901

Residential

20 471
Total

21 724

Our focus for 2016 will be to roll out bulk water meter
installations with a view to improving water data collection
and better management of this scarce resource.

2014
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GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE
REIT status
SA Corporate was granted a CISP REIT status by the JSE
with effect from 1 January 2014 and this structure has
brought South Africa’s real estate investment industry in
line with international norms and best practices. As the
REIT structure is internationally recognised, SA REITs have

by means of an amalgamation transaction governed by
section 44 of the ITA in terms of which the Fund disposed
of all its assets to the new REIT company in return for
the issue of shares directly to unitholders on behalf of
the Fund in the ratio of one new REIT company share
for every one SA Corporate unit held. In addition, the

many common features with REITs from all over the world.

properties held directly by the Fund were transferred to

This listing as a REIT on the JSE means that the new REIT

owned subsidiary of the new REIT company. The effective

tax dispensation applies and this offers the following key
advantages:
n

Provided that distributions made by the Company
to its shareholders meet the requirements of a
qualifying distribution (which will be the case for
so long as more than 75% of the company’s gross
income constitutes rental income) the distributions

SA Retail Properties Proprietary Limited, which is a whollydate of the REIT conversion was 1 July 2015 and the new
listed company was granted a REIT status by the JSE
upon listing.
The conversion to Corporate REIT has the following
additional advantages:
n

will constitute qualifying distributions for the purposes

Companies Act and the JSE, and no longer by the

of section 25BB of the Income Tax Act (“ITA”) and the

Financial Services Board and the Collective Investment

Company will not be taxed on any income distributed

Schemes Control Act;

to its shareholders. The Company currently distributes
all its net income.
n

n

and

for capital gains tax on the profit from the sale of
n

n

shares in property which was the only option under

without dividends tax being withheld. The distributions

CISCA.

are regarded as rental income and investors pay tax

Foreign investors will be subject to a dividend withholding
tax at a rate of 15%. Alternatively the applicable double
tax agreement rate will apply.
The JSE Listings Requirements provide for certain
continuing obligations, with which SA Corporate has
complied in order to maintain its REIT status.

REIT conversion
As reported in the 2014 Integrated Annual Report,
SA Corporate concluded the Internalisation of Management
in May 2014, which had the effect of internalising its
ManCo. The rationale for SA Corporate in executing
the Internalisation was to align the interests of the
ManCo with those of its unitholders and eliminate any
real or perceived conflicts. In order to achieve a complete
Internalisation, which results in unitholders having
control over management and the Board and ownership
of the Manager, a two-phased approach was agreed, with

the ability to purchase less than 100% of the shares in
unlisted companies, as opposed to buying undivided

South African investors will receive gross distributions

thereon at their applicable marginal income tax rate.

access to offshore debt facilities and the use of
corporate guarantees to fund development projects;

The Company and its subsidiaries are no longer liable
properties.

reduced administrative, compliance and regulatory
burden as the Company is now only governed by the

With effect from 1 July 2015 the new REIT company
formally

adopted

all

the

governance

structures,

frameworks, charters, policies and procedures that were
previously approved, adopted and applied to the Fund
and its ManCo to the extent that they were still applicable
and relevant.
The ManCo, which is a subsidiary of the Company and was
converted to a private company in October 2015, employs
management that provides the asset management
function for the Group.

Property management
Broll is the current property manager for the traditional
SA

Corporate

agreement

portfolio.

concluded

The

property

between

SA

management

Corporate

and

Broll regulates the provision of property and building
management services for the property portfolio, including
leasing and lease management, rental collections, tenant
liaison, maintenance and the payment of expenses.

the Internalisation comprising phase I.

The performance of the property manager is measured

Phase II involved the conversion of the Fund from a CISP

specific key performance indicators (refer to page 22 of

to a Corporate REIT. The REIT conversion was achieved

the MD’s report).
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quarterly, on a balanced scorecard approach, against
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In the event of underperformance, SA Corporate has

conduct and various policies and procedures relating to

several options, including, but not limited to, terminating

specific matters.

the entire contract.

SA

Corporate

subscribes

to

the

Deloitte

Tip-offs

The fees payable in respect of the properties are applied

Anonymous fraud and ethics hotline which enables

on a sliding scale, dependent on the nature of the property

Directors, employees and suppliers and other parties to

and the number of tenants in occupation. These fees

report irregular and unethical behaviour without fear of

range from 1.0% of rental collections for single-tenanted

retribution or victimisation.

buildings to 3.0% of rental collections for retail shopping
centres. Property management staff costs, including
centre management, are borne by Broll out of these fees.
For the past year these fees for Broll were R27.6 million
(2014: R26.8 million).
The

three-year

property

THE BOARD
Board charter
The Board is guided by a charter that has been
aligned with the principles of good governance as set
out in King III. It sets out rules for its composition,

management

agreement

frequency of meetings, the roles and responsibilities of

commenced in July 2013 and the agreement has been

the Board (including those of the individual Directors),

extended for a further three years to 30 June 2019.

the establishment of Committees, policies and procedures

The property management function for the AFHCO

to be adopted, Director fees and annual evaluations.

portfolio is performed in-house by AFHCO Property

The principles of good governance makes allowance for

Management Proprietary Limited, a subsidiary of AFHCO

the specific responsibilities to be discharged by Board

Holdings Proprietary Limited.

members collectively, while at all times acting in the best
interests of the Group.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Compliance with King III

The Board reviews its charter once a year and this was

The Board of SA Corporate is committed to complying
with the principles of good corporate governance as
contained in the King III Code and Report on Governance
for South Africa 2009 as far as practicable.
Management has assessed SA Corporate’s compliance
with every principle of King III (see King III compliance
checklist online at www.sacorporatefund.co.za) and the
Board is satisfied with the overall level of compliance
achieved for 2015. In particular, the Company complies
with all the corporate governance requirements applicable

done in December 2015. The Board has established
an annual work plan to ensure that all its duties and
responsibilities are covered by the agendas of the
meetings planned for the year.
The charter is available at www.sacorporatefund.co.za

Independence of the Directors
The

independence

of

the

Board

of

Directors

of

SA Corporate is ensured by means of the following:
n

The roles of the Chairman and Managing Director are

to listed entities as set out in section 3.84 of the JSE

separate so that no individual has unfettered powers

Listings Requirements.

of decision-making.
n

Ethical leadership and corporate
citizenship

The Board and all Committees are chaired by
independent non-executive Directors.

The Board is the custodian of ethical leadership and

n

corporate governance and its responsibility in this regard
n

is set out in its charter.

states that the Board and the employees will apply
moral standards, namely standards of good, right and
fair conduct which are supported by values, to shape

independent.
n

stakeholder guidelines and is supported by a code of

The remuneration of non-executive Directors is not
linked to the performance of the Group.

n

Non-executive Directors do not receive share options
from the Company.

the decisions and actions of individuals within the
Group in the pursuit of business objectives. It provides

The majority of the Board members are non-executive
Directors and all the non-executive Directors are

The Board has adopted and subscribes to a code of
ethics which was updated in December 2015. This code

The Chairman of the Board is appointed on an annual
basis.

n

Individual

Directors

may

take

independent

professional advice at the Company’s expense.
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n

The independence of all Directors classified as

change or on an annual basis. Consideration is given to,

independent is reviewed each year by the Nomination

amongst other criteria, skills, qualifications, diversity,

Committee, in terms of the requirements of King III,

experience and balance of power.

and the Board is advised of the outcome.
n

The independence of Messrs Ebrahim Seedat and
Ken Forbes, who have been serving on the Board for
more than nine years, was subjected to a rigorous
review and the Committee agreed that they both apply
their minds independently and had shown no signs of
untoward influence. The Committee concluded that
their independence and judgement was not affected
or impaired by their length of service and that they
are therefore independent.

full and timely disclosures of their other business and
financial interests. Particular disclosure of those interests
that conflict or might conflict with those of the Group are
required. Potential conflicts of interest are appropriately
Directors

the

induction

programme

approved

by

the

Board

and managed by the Company Secretary. Directors
are

provided

with

all

and

documentation

to

the

necessary

familiarise

information

themselves

with

SA Corporate and issues typically facing the Board. Ongoing
training and development includes Sponsor updates on
investor presentations, seminars and workshops, formal

As legally required, members of the Board must make

The

All new appointees to the Board are required to undergo

JSE Listings Requirements, site visits, attendance at

Conflicts of interest

managed.

Induction and ongoing development of
Directors

confirm

these

disclosures

annually to the Company Secretary and the Board and,
in addition, individual declarations are made at each
meeting and recorded in the minutes. Directors adhere
to the conflicts of interest policy as adopted by the Board
and are required to annually confirm that they have read
and understood the contents of the policy.

Appointments and rotation
The Nomination Committee is responsible for identifying
suitable candidates and recommending nominations to
the Board. Appointments to the Board are considered by
the Board as a whole. Procedures for appointment to the
Board are transparent and formal and include background
and reference checks. Appointments of new Directors are
approved by the shareholders at the first annual general
meeting (“AGM”) following their appointment. All non-

training and reading material circulated by the Company
Secretary.

Annual evaluations
The Board evaluates its effectiveness and that of its
Committees,

Chairpersons,

individual

Directors

and

Company Secretary on an annual basis. The Nomination
Committee

appointed

an

independent

outsourced

service provider who conducted the evaluations in
November 2015. The overall conclusion of the report was
that the Board of SA Corporate is considered to be high
performing with a confident and strong team of Board
and Committee members. There are, however, certain
aspects that require attention and action. The results
of the evaluations were shared with the Board and each
Committee also considered their report. The confidential
peer analysis report for individual Directors was sent to the
Chairman who discussed the outcome with each Director.
Any deficiencies or shortcomings in performance are to
be addressed by means of the Director development and
training plan for 2016.

executive Directors have appointment letters.

Succession planning

At least one-third of the non-executive Directors are

Director succession each year. The Committee is looking

subject to retirement by rotation and re-election at each

at gradually refreshing and renewing the Board over time

AGM. Non-executive Directors are required to retire at

and appointing Directors with strong property experience.

the age of 65 unless otherwise agreed by the Board and
confirmed annually at each AGM. Directors are required
to retire when they turn 70 years old.

The Nomination Committee considers non-executive

Similarly, the Committee considers succession planning
for executive Directors every year, which is an item
on its risk log. Progress has been made in identifying

The compositions of the Board and the various Board-

candidates for succession and appointments are made

appointed Committees are reviewed when Directors

with that in mind.
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Board composition
At 31 December 2015 the Board and Committees were composed as follows:
Committee membership

Director

Appointed as
Director

Investment

Audit

Risk and
Compliance Nomination

Social,
Remuner- Ethics and
ation
Environment

Independent, nonexecutive (7)
K J Forbes

24 Jul 95

E S Seedat

1 Sep 98

√ CM
√

G P Dingaan

20 May 10

√

R J Biesman-Simons

19 Aug 10

J Molobela

3 May 13

E M Hendricks

2 Apr 14

√

M A Moloto

7 Jul 14

√

√

√
√ CM

√
√

√ CM

√ CM
√ CM

√
√ CM

√

√

Executive (2)
A M Basson

17 Feb 11

T R Mackey

1 Aug 12

√

√

√

√

√

CM = Chairman
Six (67%) of the directors are from previously disadvantaged groups. Three of the directors (33%) are female, all of
whom are from previously disadvantaged groups.

Board changes
During the year under review and up to the date of this report:
n

Mr Peter Levett, Old Mutual Property’s Managing Director, resigned from the ManCo on 13 July 2015 and was not
appointed to the new Corporate REIT company.

Directors
Details of the current Directors can be found on pages 8 and 9 of this report.

Cnr of Giel Basson and
Nathan Mallach Road, Cape Town
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GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE >> continued
Dealing in securities
A formal information and share dealing policy document sets out the requirements for Directors’ dealings in securities.
The policy was reviewed and updated in December 2015. A Director may not deal in any SA Corporate shares without
obtaining written clearance to trade from the Chairman (or the Chairman of the Audit Committee if he is not available)
in consultation with the Company Secretary. A Director must not deal and must prohibit his associates and investment
managers from dealing in shares during a closed period (as defined by the JSE Listings Requirements). Directors
acknowledge that they have read and understood the contents of this policy annually.

Directors’ interests in shares
The Directors’ interests in shares as at 31 December 2015 and 31 December 2014 are detailed in the following table.
2015 Beneficial shares
Director
K J Forbes

2014 Beneficial units

Direct

Indirect

Direct

Indirect

224 000

–

130 000

–
50 000

–

71 500

–

J Molobela

51 117

–

3 734

–

E S Seedat

24 860

–

–

–

R J Biesman-Simons

M A Moloto

10 700

–

–

–

T R Mackey

518 600

1 541 253

–

1 363 941

–

1 585 811

–

807 103

–

491 031

–

491 031

(CIPs)

–

–

–

374 687

(MTIs)

155 356

–

–

–

892 420

–

453 995

(FSPs)

–

–

–

170 510

(MTIs)

984 633

4 582 015

133 734

3 711 267

A M Basson

Total

(FSPs)

MTIs: These indirect beneficial holdings related to the SA Corporate shares held by the Old Mutual Medium-Term Incentive
Scheme Trust (“the Scheme”) of which these Directors are beneficiaries. In terms of the Scheme the shares vested when
the executive Directors (and other staff) were transferred from Old Mutual Property. The balance, after settling the PAYE,
was transferred to be held direct beneficially by the executive Directors.
FSPs (previously FUPs): Performance shares awarded to the executive Directors in terms of the Forfeitable Share Plan.
Directors receive distributions on these holdings, but have to pledge 40% of the post-tax value of the distributions back
to SA Corporate. These pledged distributions may be released or forfeited, subject to actual performance achieved on
vesting. These shares vest after three years, subject to the Directors remaining in employment and the meeting of
agreed performance measures, the latter determining what percentage of the shares vests.
CIPs: Matched shares awarded to executive Directors in terms of the Co-Investment Plan. Directors receive 100% of
the distributions in respect of these holdings. The shares vest equally over a period of three to five years, subject to
the directors remaining in employment and minimum holding requirements relating to the underlying matched shares.
Subsequent to the 2015 financial year-end, but before the date of issue of this report, Mr Ebrahim Seedat acquired an
additional 10 140 direct beneficial shares.

Company Secretary
Mr Ben Swanepoel (FCIS), who previously performed the role on behalf of Old Mutual Property since July 2009, was
appointed as Company Secretary in May 2014. The Company Secretary provides the Board and the individual Directors
with guidance as to their duties, responsibilities and powers, and also ensures that all administrative requirements
relating to the AGM, Board and Committees are met. He also provides guidance to the Board in terms of risk, ethics,
good governance and changes in legislation.
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Directors have unlimited access to the advice and

The

services of the Company Secretary. The performance

accountability to both the Board and stakeholders. Its

of the Company Secretary was evaluated as part of the

responsibilities cover the following functions, processes,

Committee

has

an

independent

annual Board and Committee evaluation process and

controls and assurances:

the Board is satisfied that he is competent and has the

n

external audit;

n

internal audit and controls;

maintains an arm’s length relationship with the Directors

n

financial reporting;

by virtue of his conduct.

n

oversight of integrated reporting;

n

oversight of risk management;

in

n

combined assurance;

securities and ensures adherence to prohibited and

n

competence of the finance function; and

n

other statutory and delegated duties.

appropriate qualifications and experience to perform
the role. The Company Secretary is not a Director and

The Company Secretary also acts as Secretary to the
Board

Committees,

monitors

Directors’

dealing

closed periods for share trading.

Board meetings
Four Board meetings are scheduled each year and
additional meetings are convened as required. Meetings
are scheduled well in advance, to ensure Directors
are

provided

with

the

relevant

information

and

documentation to prepare for meetings enabling the
Board and Committees to make well-informed decisions
and recommendations. All Directors have unfettered
access to Management and to SA Corporate’s records,

and there are also confidential meetings with the external
auditors and internal auditors at least once a year without
management being present.
The statutory report from the Audit Committee in respect
of the Group, including more detail on how it carried out
its responsibilities, is included in the Annual Financial
Statements.
Risk and Compliance Committee

Committees

Chairman: Ebrahim Seedat

which assist the Board in discharging its duties and
responsibilities, are set out below. All Committees are
appropriately constituted with regards to the skills and
experience required. The Board may appoint additional
sub-committees from time to time to deal with specific
matters that fall outside the scope of the standing
Committees.

with

The Committee meets at least three times per annum

information and documentation.

The various Committees established by the Board

role

The executive Directors and two independent nonexecutive Directors, one of whom is the Chairman,
are members of the Committee. The Chairman of the
Audit Committee is an ex-officio member. The Risk and
Compliance Officer, who is also the Company Secretary,
assists the Committee in carrying out its duties.
The role of the Risk and Compliance Committee (“RAC”)
is to ensure that SA Corporate has implemented an

All Committees were satisfied that they had complied
with their terms of reference for 2015. The Committee
terms of references were reviewed and approved by the

effective risk management framework and processes, and
to oversee the integration of risk management into the
strategic and business planning processes and day-to-

Board on 3 December 2015.

day operations of the Group. It also monitors compliance

Audit Committee

Risk Management is discussed in more detail on pages 64

with all relevant statutory and regulatory requirements.

Chairman: John Biesman-Simons
The

Committee

comprises

three

independent,

appropriately qualified, non-executive Directors. The
composition of the Audit Committee is approved by
the shareholders at each AGM. The executive Directors
and representatives of the external and internal auditors
attend by invitation.

to 67 of this report.
The Committee meets at least twice a year and holds an
annual risk workshop.
Nomination Committee
Chairman: Jeff Molobela
The

Committee

comprises

three

independent

non-

The Committee has established an annual work plan

executive Directors. The Chairman of the Board is

to ensure that all relevant matters are covered by the

Chairman of the Committee. The Managing Director

agendas of the meetings planned for the year.

attends by invitation.
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GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE >> continued
The main role of the Committee is to assist in ensuring

The focus of the Committee is investment strategy

that the composition of the Board and Committees in

formulation and implementation, property developments,

terms of structure, size, skills, experience and diversity

sales and acquisitions. In addition, the Committee reviews

are regularly reviewed, maintained at levels deemed

property valuations, portfolio performance, budgets and

appropriate and meet sound corporate governance

the property manager’s performance against its KPIs.

practices. The Committee identifies suitable candidates
to fulfil vacancies and considers succession planning for

The executive Directors have authority to approve

Directors and key management.

property

The Nomination Committee meets at least twice a year.

property transaction. The Investment Committee has

Additional meetings are scheduled if required.

authority of up to R250 million. Transactions and capex

Chairman: John Biesman-Simons
Committee

comprises

disposals,

developments,

cost above R250 million require Board approval.

Remuneration Committee
The

acquisitions,

extensions and refurbishments up to R50 million per

three

There are four scheduled meetings per year and additional
independent

non-

executive Directors. The Chairman of the Board is a
member of the Committee. The Managing Director

meetings are held as required.
Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee

attends by invitation.

Chairman: Emily Hendricks

The main role of the Committee is to monitor the

non-executive

implementation of the remuneration policy to ensure

The Chairman is an independent non-executive Director.

that it promotes the strategic objectives, encourages

In addition to its statutory duties the Committee’s

individual performance and supports the Group’s long-

responsibilities were expanded to include transformation,

term strategy and shareholder interests. It considers the

ethics and environmental issues.

business and personal scorecards of the executives in
determining remuneration and incentives, and oversees
and advises on the remuneration of non-executive

Two

executive

Directors

Directors

and

serve

two
on

the

independent
Committee.

The Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee (“SEEC”)
has in the past not been able to fully perform some

Director fees.

of its statutory duties due to the Fund’s structure and

The Remuneration Committee meets at least three

confident that it has made progress in 2015 and has

times per annum. Additional meetings are scheduled as

materially complied with its terms of reference. Further

required.

progress will be made in 2016. The Sustainability Report

The Remuneration Report on pages 68 to 73 sets out the
key activities of the Committee in 2015.
Investment Committee
Chairman: Ken Forbes
The Committee comprises four independent non-executive
Directors and the Managing Director. The Chairman of

outsourced arrangements. The Committee is, however,

is included on pages 48 to 53 of this report.
Minutes of Committee meetings and written resolutions
are included in the Board papers for information.
If minutes are not yet available, the respective Chairmen
of the Committees verbally report to the Board on the
proceedings of the meetings.

the Committee is an independent non-executive Director.

The full terms of reference for each Committee can be

The Financial Director and asset managers attend by

found at www.sacorporatefund.co.za

invitation.
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Board and Committee meeting attendance for the year:

Board member
Total number of meetings

Risk and RemunerCompliance
ation

Board

Audit

8

5

2

3

8/8
6/8
8/8
8/8
8/8
8/8
6/8
3/4

5/5
5/5

2/2

3/3
3/3

5/5

2/2

Nomination

Social, Ethics
and
Environment Investment Apologies

3

3

9

Non-executive
R J Biesman-Simons
G P Dingaan
K J Forbes
E S Seedat
J Molobela
E M Hendricks
M A Moloto
P A Levett (resigned)
Executive
A M Basson

8/8

4/5*

1/2

2/2*

T R Mackey

8/8

5/5*

2/2

3/3*

*

8/9
3/3

1
2
0
0
0
0
3
2

9/9

1/1
3/3

3/3

3/3
1/2

3/3
1/1

8/8
3/4

3/3*

3/3

9/9

2

3/3

9/9

0

By invitation

The demographics of the Board are set out below:

Category
Total Board

Total

Male

Western
KwaZuluFemale
Cape Gauteng
Natal

Black

Black
as a %
of total

9

6

3

3

4

2

6

67

Non-executive Directors

7

5

2

2

3

2

5

71

Executive Directors

2

1

1

1

1

–

1

50

Black directors

6

3

3

2

3

1

6

100

Black female directors

3

–

3

1

2

–

3

100
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GOVERNANCE AND COMPLIANCE >> continued
Notes:
Attendance includes meetings of the ManCo for the
Fund’s and the latter’s successor, the Company, post the
REIT conversion.
Two joint Audit and Investment Committee meetings
were held to discuss matters of mutual interest and these
are reflected separately above.
The Board or respective Committees accepted a justified
apology from Directors that were unable to attend a
meeting.
The Company Secretary attended all the Board and
Committee meetings during the year.

Special resolutions passed during the year
SA Retail Properties Proprietary Limited (“SA Retail”)
acquired the properties held by the Fund and in order to
be able to issue shares for the proceeds, all the shares in
SA Retail were converted from par value to no par value
shares and the authorised share capital was increased to
R2 billion ordinary shares of no par value.
At the AGM in May 2015 the non-executive Director fees
for 2015 and general authority to repurchase units were
approved by special resolutions. These resolutions were
incorporated by the new REIT company prior to its listing.
The provision, from time to time for the period of two
years, of any direct or indirect financial assistance as
contemplated by section 45 of the Companies Act to or
for the benefit of any one or more related or interrelated
companies or corporations of the Company.

62

The granting of financial assistance under and in
compliance with section 44 of the Companies Act.
This authority includes and also applies to the granting
of financial assistance to the Forfeitable Share Incentive
Scheme and to participants thereunder.
The granting of financial assistance to certain restricted
categories of persons, on such terms as may be authorised
by the Board in accordance with section 45 of the Companies
Act and subject to the requirements of the Companies Act
and Memorandum of Incorporation (“MOI”).
The adoption of the Forfeitable Share Incentive Scheme
in terms of section 41 of the Companies Act and to issue
shares and options in terms thereof.
The provision of financial assistance to its subsidiary,
SA Retail and other subsidiaries, in the form of guarantees
in respect of various loan facilities as required by the
Lenders.
The provision of financial assistance by SA Retail to the
Company in respect of the various loan facilities.
All subsidiaries in the Group passed special resolutions
for the provision of financial assistance, at any time
from time to time for the period of two years, any
direct or indirect financial assistance as contemplated
by section 45 of the Companies Act to or for the benefit
of any one or more related or interrelated companies or
corporations in the Group.
The ManCo adopted a new MOI and was converted from
a public to a private company in October 2015.
Nine AFHCO subsidiaries adopted new MOIs which were
approved by the CIPC in December 2015.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
The Board of SA Corporate assumes overall responsibility

RAC and the Board. Management actions are identified

for risk management. The Risk and Compliance Committee

for follow-up. A risk workshop is held annually.

(“RAC”) assists the Board in carrying out this function and
the Audit Committee provides oversight. Management

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY AND PLAN

is accountable and responsible for managing risks on

The risk management policy and plan was reviewed in

a daily basis.

December 2015 and has been implemented throughout

SA Corporate views risk management as the systematic
process

of

understanding,

measuring,

controlling,

mitigating and communicating risk exposure in order
to achieve its objectives. The activities involved in risk
management consist of identifying and evaluating all
existing and potential risks; ranking, prioritising and
quantifying the risks in terms of impact and likelihood;
determining the necessary risk controls; and taking
appropriate management actions and responses to
mitigate the risks to the extent that residual risks are
acceptable in terms of the risk appetite.
The Board maintains a thorough understanding of the
various risks facing the Group and ensures that appropriate
internal controls are in place to create a strong control
environment to address key risk areas. The Board also
continuously satisfies itself of the adequacy, accuracy and
effectiveness of information distribution and reporting in
the area of management and controls.

the business. The Committee also monitored compliance
with the risk management policy and the Company has,
in all material aspects, complied with the policy during
the year.

RISK TOLERANCE AND RISK APPETITE
The Company’s appetite and tolerance for risk are mapped
to the key risks within the business. The RAC reviewed
the risk appetite limits and thresholds, and the changes
were approved and adopted by the Board in August 2015.

IT GOVERNANCE
IT governance is the responsibility of the Board and this
function was discharged through the RAC. Bytes Systems
Integration was appointed as the Company’s IT support
and infrastructure service provider, and there is a service
level agreement in place. The payroll and related HR
administration has been outsourced to CRS Technologies.
SA Corporate has a software licence agreement with
Broll to utilise their software. In terms of this agreement

Risks are evaluated on an ongoing basis and each

Broll also provides maintenance and support. The most

Board Committee reviews the risks within its area of

important applications used by the Company are cloud-

responsibility. The consolidated risk log is reviewed by the

based, via the internet, so the risks of downtime is low.

Bluff Shopping Centre,
Durban
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During the year Bytes System Integration was requested to present an overview of the IT infrastructure, disaster
recovery system, IT risk mitigations and IT governance framework in place to the RAC. The Company’s internal auditors,
SNG, performed a follow-up review of the IT applications and general controls at Broll, and the overall findings were
reported as good. An IT Steering Committee will be established in 2016.

KEY RISK SCHEDULE
The risk register was reviewed in detail at a risk workshop held in November 2015. The Board, with the assistance of the
RAC, has identified the top 10 key risks that could impact the ability of the Company to achieve its strategic objectives
as set out below. Management is responsible for ensuring that these risks are managed within the appropriate appetite
and tolerance levels:
Affected
stakeholders

Key risk

Potential impact

Mitigation measures

Investment returns
Poor investment returns
or non-sustainable
distribution growth

Increasing cost of
capital
Vulnerability to
a takeover by a
competitor
Negative impact on
growth prospects

Board and Investment Committee has oversight
of investment strategy execution
Structuring of agreements to transfer risk
Portfolio performance reviews
Differentiated inner-city asset class
Benchmarking against peers (SAPY) and IPD
Approved risk appetite and tolerance levels
Detailed viability and feasibility studies
Transactions and developments above R50 million
are approved by the Investment Committee and
above R250 million by the Board
Investment strategy to improve quality of
portfolio is in execution
Recycling of assets
Geographical diversification

Capital and interest
rate risk
Lack of available
funding, illiquidity of
funding resources and
sovereign or company
credit rating downgrade

Limited growth
potential
Rating of share does
not support equity
issuance
Increase in the cost
of capital (debt and
equity)
Negative impact on
distributions

Shareholders
Maintaining relationships and communication
with investors and lenders
Providers of capital
Managing gearing and LTV ratios
Debt funding policy and framework
Credit rating from Global Credit Rating is A (flat)
with a positive outlook
Bank LTV requirements renegotiation to 50%
Debt swaps and interest rate fixes (target is 80%
fixed)
Opportunistic vendor issuances
R1.2 billion rights offer at the end of 2015
US$27 million funding for Zambian JV
DMTN programme to be launched in 2016

Investment strategy
Landlords not renewing
leasehold properties
or increasing ground
rentals

Not realising value
from the investment
Difficulty in disposing
of the property closer
to lease end
Negative impact on
distributions

Engagement with landlords to extend the leases
or buy the land
Long remaining periods on leases

Shareholders
Landlords
Tenants

Investment strategy
Poor execution of new
business integration

Non-alignment of
strategy execution
Poor decision-making
Poor controls,
processes and
procedures
Inaccurate financial
reporting
Non-compliance
Staff frustration

Governance structures and authority limits put
in place
Regular management meetings
Staff visits
Internal audits

Shareholders
Property managers
Employees

Shareholders
Providers of capital
Property manager
Employees
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Risk management >> continued

Affected
stakeholders

Key risk

Potential impact

Mitigation measures

Property market
conditions
Poor economic
environment and
sluggish growth

Increased pressure
on consumers and
tenants may result in
vacancies and negative
rental reversions
Decreased property
values which impact
LTV covenants
Negative impact on
distributions

Monthly reports on tenant arrears and monthly
arrears meetings between management and
property manager
Stringent tenant approval process and
monitoring of trading densities
Debt collection and litigation processes
Energy-savings initiatives
Expense management
Monitor cost recovery ratios
Focused tenant retention strategy

Shareholders
Providers of capital
Property managers
Tenants
Employees
Retail customers

Property market
conditions
Increase in utility costs
Vulnerability to Eskom
and Municipal services
may impact adversely
on infrastructure and
service

Increase in operating
expenses
Limited scope to pass
on costs and increase
rentals as a result
of tenant’s inability
to pay
Loss of revenue by
tenants
Tenant defaults
Increased capital
expenditure for
alternative energy
supply and savings
initiatives

Electricity and water smart meter installations
Energy consumption measuring
Expense management and benchmarking
Leases structured for expense recovery
Energy-savings initiatives
Monitor cost recovery ratios

Shareholders
Providers of capital
Tenants
Property manager
Service providers
Employees
Retail customers

Property market
conditions
High concentration of
specific tenants

Material impact on
rentals in event of
business rescue
or insolvency

Tenant diversification
Ongoing monitoring of tenant performance and
strength
Deposits, guarantees and sureties

Shareholders
Tenants
Property manager
Employees

Human Resources
Shortage of skills or
loss of management
impacting on strategy
execution

Limited growth
Loss of knowledge,
capabilities and
network contacts
Disruptions to
operations

Remuneration policy implemented
Incentive scheme implemented
Business and personal scorecards in place
Personal development plans for staff
Managements remuneration benchmarked every
three years
Nomination Committee oversees succession
planning for executives
All executives have three-month notice periods

Shareholders
Property managers
Employees
Tenants

Transformation
Poor BBBEE rating in
respect of amended
BBBEE legislation

Impact on ability
to attract or retain
tenants
Ability to compete on
government agency
leases
Shareholder concerns

BBBEE procurement is one of Broll’s KPIs
Keeping abreast of changes in legislation and
the property sector charter
Undertaking a gap analysis and developing
a strategy to maximise the Company’s score
Ongoing reporting to and monitoring by the
Social, Ethics and Environmental Committee

Shareholders
Property managers
Tenants

Investment in foreign
countries
Exchange rate risks,
local market conditions
and legal risks

Strengthening of US$,
Rand and weakening
local currencies could
result in reduced
returns
Increased cost of
borrowing and
hedging

Yield guarantees and price adjustments
Interest rate swaps and hedging
Comprehensive due diligences
Financing transactions in US$ or matching
currencies at lower interest rates
JVs with credible partners

Shareholders
Providers of capital
Tenants
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COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS, REGULATIONS,
RULES AND STANDARDS

n

deal effectively with fraud detection and prevention
including a fraud hotline and that there had been

The Company Secretary acts as the Company’s risk

no financial loss to the Company as a result of fraud

manager, compliance, money laundering reporting and

or theft;

delegated information officer. The risk of non-compliance
with statutory and regulatory requirements forms part of

that they have adequate control measures in place to

n

that there were no critical breaches or breakdowns

the identified risks and is assessed and responded to on

in controls, procedures and systems during the year;

an ongoing basis.

and

During the year under review no significant fines were
levied for non-compliance with statutory and regulatory
requirements, and there were no censures. No fines were
levied for non-compliance with any environmental laws
and regulations. No requests were received or denied
for information in terms of the Promotion of Access to
Information Act. SA Corporate has a complaints resolution
procedure, which is available on its website and at its
registered office.

n

that all information needed by the internal and
external auditors was disclosed and provided to them.

SNG was reappointed as the Group’s internal auditors
for 2015. Their audits and follow-up audits focused on
the following at Broll: lease management, vacancies
management,

cost

recoveries

and

procurement.

The following internal audits were conducted at AFHCO’s
head office: payroll review and staff loans review.
The overall findings for all audits were either adequate

The auditors advised that no reportable irregularities
were detected during the audit.

or good.
SNG provided a written assurance that existing internal

The RAC reviews the compliance report at every meeting
and any areas of partial or non-compliance are reported
to the Board. In November 2015 the RAC reviewed the
effectiveness of the systems for monitoring compliance
with laws and regulations, and the Committee was
satisfied that the sources of information and processes
were adequate.

controls at SA Corporate are acceptable and is therefore
adequate and effective. Furthermore, the RAC evaluated
the effectiveness of the systems and processes of risk
management and concluded that they are effective.
During the year the Group has not suffered any material
losses and nothing has come to the Board’s attention that
caused it to believe that the system of internal control
applicable to the Company are not effective and that the

ASSURANCES AND INTERNAL AUDIT
CONTROLS

internal financial controls do not form a sound basis for

The Company’s property manager, Broll, has its own

the preparation of reliable financial information.

internal audit function that conducts lease audits on

Based on the assurances provided by the RAC, Broll,

client portfolios. The Audit Committee received the

SNG, the external auditors and its own assessment, the

following written assurances from Broll for the year ended

Board believes that the system of internal control and risk

31 December 2015:

management are adequate and effective.

n

that the system of internal control within Broll has
been designed to provide reasonable assurance that
significant risks are appropriately managed;

n

n

SA Corporate’s combined assurance model is based on
three levels of defence and assurance for all key risks

that management and financial information for the

identified. Level one is management-based assurance.

Company emanating from their systems is accurate

Level two is assurance achieved through the oversight

and reliable;

of the Board and its committees and level three is

that they have substantially complied with relevant
laws and regulations;

n

COMBINED ASSURANCE

that the finance department’s resources involved
in the management of the financial affairs of the

independent assurance provided by third parties such
as the internal and external auditors, valuers, advisers
and regulators. During the year the combined assurance
model was further refined.

Company have the necessary skills and experience;
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Remuneration report
The Remuneration Committee has pleasure in submitting

n

its report for the year ended 31 December 2015.

for the Executive Directors to the Board for approval
and approved the STI awards for the remaining

INTRODUCTION

executives

One of the key components of the four-pillar strategy
to drive a turnaround performance of SA Corporate

n

This was achieved by internalising the management
of the then Fund in May 2014 and alignment of the

n

was appointed as remuneration consultants to develop

n

n

PwC conducted a remuneration benchmark analysis for

n

n

Committee

(“the

requested

n

Committee comprised the following members:

Recommended salary increases for all staff to be used

Recommended the increase in the basis of Non-

Reviewed the terms and conditions of the Executive
Directors’ employment contracts

n

Considered its annual evaluation results

Gugu Dingaan

n

Reviewed its terms of reference

The Managing Director attends Committee meetings by

n

Jeff Molobela

invitation and the Company Secretary acts as Secretary to
the Committee. They are requested to recuse themselves
when matters concerning them are discussed.

TERMS OF REFERENCE
The Committee operates according to formal terms
of reference that are delegated to it by the Board of
Directors and represents the scope of its responsibilities.
The Committee confirms that it has discharged the
functions and complied with its terms of reference for the
year ended 31 December 2015, further details of which
are provided in the Corporate Governance section of this
report on page 60.

KEY ACTIVITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Committee held three meetings during the year

by

prepared by the Company Secretary

consists of three independent Non-executive Directors of

John Biesman-Simons (Chairman)

as

an in-house comparison to the Company’s peers

Committee”)

the SA Corporate Board. As at 31 December 2015 the

resources

executive Directors’ fees for 2016 after considering

COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE
Remuneration

additional

for budgeting purposes for 2016

the executives, non-executive Directors and other senior
management staff.

Approved

management

Internalisation to replace the Old Mutual incentive
structures previously enjoyed by senior management.

Reviewed the new code of conduct and recommended
it to the Board for approval

a total reward and incentive structure encompassed
in the remuneration policy that was implemented post

Approved the new employee benefits following the
transfer of the staff from Old Mutual Properties

employee remuneration with shareholder interests. Prior
to the Internalisation, PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PwC”)

Recommend the FSP awards of participants to the
Board for approval

was alignment of investor and management interests.

The

Recommend the short-term incentive (“STI”) awards

Considered risks within its area of responsibility and
mandate

REMUNERATION POLICY AND PHILOSOPHY
SA Corporate’s policy was approved by the shareholders
by means of a non-binding advisory vote on 15 May 2015.
The remuneration policy and philosophy is to support
the achievement of the Group’s strategic intent and
objectives through attracting, developing and retaining
talented people by ultimately aligning remuneration and
incentives with the overall business strategy.
The Group is committed to transparent and understandable
policies which emphasise superior individual and team
performance, and drive growth in distributions and share
price which is sustainable over the long term and aligned

under review.

with the strategy of the business.

The key activities and recommendations of the Committee

The Group’s philosophy is to employ, effectively incentivise

during 2015 included the following:
n

and seek to retain through appropriate remuneration
structures

and

a

conducive

working

environment,

Reviewed and approved the business scorecard and

the highest standard of employees who form the

personal scorecards for the executives

foundation of the Company’s business success. Further,
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remuneration structures should be designed to promote

n

The on-target pay mix for the Managing Director
(“MD”) and Financial Director (“FD”) are as follows:

a fast-moving and entrepreneurial culture, which enables
and encourages the superior business performance which
the remuneration structures are designed to reward.
Accordingly, the Group will aim to position total guaranteed
packages initially towards the median of the market

MD ontarget pay
mix

and ultimately at the median, with superior/stretch
performance by employees enabling total remuneration

FD ontarget pay
mix

to exceed median level.
Remuneration of executives and senior managers is
based on a number of core principles, namely:

Sustainable value creation
n

Remuneration to executives should be fair and

TGP 36%

TGP 45%

STI 28%

STI 22%

LTI 36%

LTI 33%

responsible.
n

Remuneration

policies

and

practices

relating

to

executives must be designed to create sustainable
value for the Company over the long term, through

Transparent alignment of remuneration
n

the reward of behaviour which drives the strategic

employees and the overall cost to shareholders.

objectives of the Company.
n

The payout of the majority of variable incentives

n

n

Regular and transparent dialogue with shareholders
surrounding

the Remuneration Committee.

maintained.

remuneration

matters

should

be

Regular annual review

Remuneration should be delivered in the form of an

n

All remuneration elements should be assessed and

appropriate pay mix between fixed and variable pay,

analysed annually by the Remuneration Committee

both short and long term.

to determine that they remain competitive and
appropriate.

The pay mix should take into account all relevant
factors and represent a balanced remuneration mix

n

n

targets and verifiable performance conditions set by

Appropriate pay mix
n

Remuneration should be appropriate in terms of
overall Company performance.

should be dependent on sustained performance over
the long term, measured against appropriate stretch

Remuneration should be transparently aligned with
overall corporate strategy, pay policies to other

n

Variable pay targets should be closely considered

in line with individuals’ grades and seniority, whilst

for each allocation in terms of the short-term and

remaining in line with the Company’s financial

long-term incentives and, where appropriate, the

constraints.

risk-based monitoring of bonus pools and long-term

The elements of remuneration forming the pay mix

Committee.

incentives should be undertaken by the Remuneration

should take into consideration the risk tolerance of
the Company and should not encourage behaviour

n

Short- and long-term incentives should be regularly
reviewed to ensure that they continue to provide

which is contrary to the risk appetite of the Company.

shareholder

value

and

to

motivate

employees

appropriately.
n

The quantum of executive and senior management
remuneration should be annually benchmarked to
ensure that it remains appropriate in terms of market
comparators.
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Remuneration report >> continued
The current business scorecard setting out the targeted KPIs and the Group’s performance against these targets are set
out below:
KPI

Weighting Target

Distribution

20%

Achieved

Comments

Comparison to approved Group Achieved

39.57 cps distribution for full year.

budget.

10.8% growth against guidance at

NPI growth

5%

Comparison to Group standing Achieved

10%.
6.3% NPI growth for full year on

Share total return

20%

portfolio growth.
SA Corporate’s total

return Achieved

standing portfolio (budgeted 6%).
Achieved second quartile position.

against

(SAPY

relative to peer group
Target yields on

10%

transactions

Optimal capital

10%

structure

peer

group

excluding foreign holdings).
Quantum of accretion achieved Achieved

Accretion achieved on the total

on acquisitions, developments

acquisition and developments for

and disposals against budget/

the year.

target.
Maintaining

Effective management of cash to

optimal

gearing Achieved

optimise interest impact.

ratio.

LTV 28.9% post R1.2 billion equity
raise.
87% of the debt is hedged.

Maintain appropriate hedging
level compared to policy.

Tenor of 3.2 years.

Hedging Tenor.
Syndicated

loan

and

equity

Debt and equity raised according to

raised.
5%

Achieve a level 4 rating.

BBBEE strategy
Sustainability: Green

2%

Roll out and implement the Achieved

Baseline set post roll-out of meters.

energy-saving project plan.

Energy-saving

Achieve

implemented.
Unqualified audit

strategy
Risk and governance

5%

clean

audit

Achieved

plan.
Achieved a level 4 rating.

Transformation:

and Achieved

compliance reports.

initiatives
report

being
–

no

significant findings.
Good compliance achieved. Refer
to King III checklist on the Group’s

Vacancies

10%

By GLA against budget.

Achieved

website.
More than 20% reduction in prior
year

Arrears

5%

vacancies

on

traditional

Against arrears as a % of Not

portfolio and 13% on AFHCO.
Slight uptick in arrears in respect

12 months’ income.

of the traditional portfolio in a

achieved

challenging economic environment.
AFHCO vacancies remains low at
Corporate REIT

8%

Conversion

Conversion to a Corporate REIT Achieved

below 1%.
Successful

by 1 July with all material risks

mitigation.

mitigated.
100%
A full version of the remuneration policy is available on www.sacorporatefund.co.za
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conversion

with

risk

COMPONENTS OF REMUNERATION
The table below summarises the elements of executive and senior management remuneration which have been applied
since the approval of the remuneration policy and the Forfeitable Share Incentive Plan in May 2014.
Elements of remuneration
Fixed

Purpose

Description

Total guaranteed Ensures that employees are TGP represents the base salary and all benefits,
pay (“TGP”)

compensated

at

market- including, inter alia medical, pension contributions,

related values that form the life and disability benefit cover.
basis of the Company’s ability
to attract and retain skills and
experience
Variable

Variable annual

Creates a performance culture All staff are eligible to receive an annual STI paid

short-term

and rewards employees for in cash, which is based on the achievement of

incentive (“STI”) achieving

strong

annual predetermined key performance areas (“KPAs”).

results against predetermined The business scorecard has financial measures with
an 80% weighting and the non-financial with 20%

targets

weighting. Personal performance scorecards are
based on the employee’s responsibility areas.
STIs are calculated by multiplying an employee’s
TGP with his on-target STI percentage multiplied
by the business scorecard overall score (business
multiplier) and personal scorecard overall score
(personal multiplier). Each of the KPAs have a
threshold, target and stretch level of performance.
The MD’s on-target STI percentage is 75% of TGP
and that of the FD is 50% of TGP.
The STIs are capped at 200% of the on-target
value.
Long-term

Aligns participants with the Under the Forfeitable Share Plan (“FSP”) participants

incentives

interests of shareholders to will annually receive an award of shares that are

(“LTIs”)

drive

long-term

sustained subject to forfeiture and disposal restrictions until

performance and retain key the vesting date. A summary of the overview is
staff

provided on page 72.
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Remuneration report >> continued
Long-term incentive plan
Forfeitable share plan (“FSP”)
Participants

Executives and selected senior management

Purpose and operation

The FSP aligns participants closely with shareholders’ interest through the award of
three types of instruments:
Performance Shares, the vesting of which are subject to predetermined performance
metrics (“performance conditions”) and continued employment (“employment
condition”), and which are intended to be used primarily as an incentive to
participants to deliver the Group’s business strategy over the long term through the
selection of appropriate and stretch performance conditions.
Retention Shares, the vesting of which are subject to the employment condition
and which are aimed at retention in specific, ad-hoc circumstances where it is in
SA Corporate’s and shareholders’ strategic and financial interests that a specific
individual is retained.
Matched Shares, the vesting of which are subject to the participant satisfying the
holding of a minimum number of shares (“Minimum Shareholding Condition”) for
the duration of the employment period, and which are aimed at encouraging senior
executives to build up a shareholding in the Company and to align the real risk
of senior executives to that of the shareholders. A participant may at his election
dispose of the shares held under the Minimum Shareholding Condition at any stage
before the expiry of the employment period. However, if the shares are disposed of,
the participant will forfeit his right to Matched Shares in relation to the shares so
withdrawn.

On-target award levels

In the case of the MD the annual on-target LTI level is 100% of TGP and 75% of
TGP for the FD.

Performance measures relating

The performance conditions constitute:

to Performance Shares

Financial:
Growth in distributions relative to the SAPY index (50% weighting); and
share price performance measured relative to the SAPY index (30% weighting).
Non-financial:
Personal performance over the vesting period (20% weighting).

Performance period

The performance conditions are measured over a three-year period, commensurate
with the financial years of the Company.

Minimum shareholding

Participants will be required to invest a minimum of 50% of their TGP in shares.

requirement relating to Matched Provided participants meet the minimum holding requirement, the ManCo will
Shares

reward holdings from 50% of TGP to 1.5 x TPG by 1 FSP for every 3 shares held and
holdings from 1.5 x TP to 3 x TGP by 1 FSP for every 2 held.

Company and individual limits

The overall limit for the FSP is 3% of the issued capital. The maximum number of
shares that may be allocated to an individual may not exceed 0.50% of the number
of issued shares.

The first awards of performance shares were made to participants on 20 June 2014.
A full version of the rules of the plan is available on www.sacorporatefund.co.za
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
The MD and FD have indefinite contracts with a three-month notice period.

Executive Directors’ remuneration for 2015
Retirement
and risk
contributions
R’000

Cash
salary
R’000

Name

STI
R’000

2015
R’000

2014
R’000

T R Mackey

2 003

206

2 772

4 981

3 982

A M Basson

1 501

177

1 387

3 065

2 768

Total

3 504

383

4 159

8 046

6 750

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS’ FEES
Non-executive Directors’ (“NED”) fees comprise a combination of an annual retainer in recognition of their ongoing
fiduciary duties and responsibilities and an attendance fee per meeting. Directors who serve on Committees are paid
attendance fees at agreed rates. In addition, attendance fees for ad-hoc meetings are paid at a lower rate for meetings
of less than two hours.
The fees paid for 2015 were paid on the basis recommended by the Committee and by the Board and approved by
shareholders at the Annual General Meeting held on 15 May 2015.

Directors’ fees for 2015
Board member

Board
R’000

Audit
R’000

RAC
R’000

Investment
R’000

Nomin- Remuneration
ation
R’000
R’000

SEEC
R’000

Total
2015
R’000

Total
2014
R’000

449

456

43

433

378

356

338

316

269

570

569

389

218

314

134

Non-executive
J Molobela

353

K J Forbes

214

E S Seedat

214

99

G P Dingaan

174

99

R J Biesman-Simons

214

144

E M Hendricks

214

M A Moloto

187

P A Levett* (resigned
13 July 2015)

53

43

176
32

11
43

26

100

86

121
13

93

54
21

136

308

S H Mia (retired
15 May 2014)

–

129

R Morar (resigned
28 February 2014)

–

38

T R Mackey**

–

92

A M Basson**

–

92

2 963

3 021

94

42

Executive

Total
*

Fees paid to OMP, by whom this Director is employed

** Fees paid to OMP up to date of Internalisation of Management
Thank you to my fellow Committee members and the executives for their commitment and the valuable support they
offer the Committee.
R J Biesman-Simons
Chairman of the Remuneration Committee
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Shareholder information
DISTRIBUTION DECLARATION
Share code

SAC

ISIN

ZAE000203238

Distribution number

2

Distribution per share

19.91 cents

Declaration date

Monday, 29 February 2016

Last date to trade cum-distribution

Wednesday, 16 March 2016

Shares commence trading ex-distribution

Thursday, 17 March 2016

Record date to participate in distribution

Thursday, 24 March 2016

Distribution payment date

Tuesday, 29 March 2016

Share certificates may not be dematerialised or rematerialised between Thursday, 17 March 2016 and Thursday,
24 March 2016, both days inclusive.

DISTRIBUTION PLANNING DATES
for the financial year ended 31 December 2016
Income
distribution
period

Distribution
announcement

Six months to
30 June 2016

29 August 2016

Six months to
31 December 2016

Last date to
trade cumdistribution

Shares
will trade exdistribution

Record date to
participate in the
distribution

Payment of
distribution

16 September 2016 19 September 2016 23 September 2016 29 September 2016 1

27 February 2017

17 March 2017

20 March 2017

24 March 2017

29 March 2017

2

1	Share certificates may not be dematerialised or rematerialised between Monday, 19 September 2016 and Friday,
23 September 2016, both days inclusive.
2	Share certificates may not be dematerialised or rematerialised between Monday, 20 March 2017 and Friday,
24 March 2017, both days inclusive.

Share PRICE PERFORMANCE AND TRADEABILITY
The movement in share price and the monthly trades in SA Corporate shares for the year are set out in the graph and
the table below:

6.0%

600
5.1%

5.3%
5.0%
4.0%

500
4.0%

3.7%

400

3.7%
3.1%

2.5%

3.0%

2.5%

2.5%

2.3%

300

2.5%

2.1%

2.0%

200

1.0%

100
379.0

255.5

523.7

366.8

244.2

228.4

223.4

204.6

318.1

260.4

387.5

529.5

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

SAC volume traded
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Month-end close (cents per share)
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Percentage traded volume

Cents per share

Percentage of number of shares in issue

2015 Share PRICE PERFORMANCE AND TRADEABILITY

During the year 808 million shares (39.27% of average shares in issue) with a value of R3.9 billion were traded.

High CPS

Low CPS

Ruling CPS

Shares traded

January 2015

550

400

520

74 956 620

February 2015
March 2015
April 2015
May 2015
June 2015
July 2015
August 2015
September 2015
October 2015
November 2015
December 2015

540
525
504
511
489
515
510
533
525
522
514

481
456
480
455
417
450
449
481
485
450
385

510
490
498
464
458
465
510
509
521
470
460

Month

50
106
74
51
49
47
43
62
51
81
115
808

160
494
493
102
883
156
001
721
184
412
630
200

990
879
720
976
742
741
780
181
939
726
625
919

Share Price Performance

Value traded
(Rm)
379.03
255.55
523.66
366.76
244.16
228.39
223.43
204.57
318.08
260.39
387.45
529.50
3 920.96

Cents

Opening price 2 January 2015

490

Closing price 31 December 2015
Closing high for period
Closing low for period

460
523
400

Volume traded during period
Ratio of volume traded to shares issued
Rand value traded during the period

808 200 919
39.27
R3 920 959 704

(%)

Shareholder profile

The major shareholder are set out in the table below:
Number of
shares

% of issued
capital

Fund managers with a holding greater than 5% of the issued shares
604
201
135
126
1 068

Public Investment Corporation
Stanlib Asset Management
Prudential Investment Managers
Coronation Fund Managers
Total
Beneficial shareholders with a holding greater than 5% of the issued
shares
Government Employees Pension Fund
Stanlib
Total

418
941
591
595
499

055
440
021
036
552

26.42
8.83
5.93
5.53
46.71

594 150 242
150 941 794
745 092 036

25.98
6.60
32.58
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Shareholder information >> continued

Analysis of shareholders by size of holding is set out in the table below:
Number of
shareholders

% of total
shareholders

1 – 1 000

1 074

17.80

345 880

0.02

1 001 – 10 000

1 764

29.23

8 894 626

0.39

10 001 – 100 000

3.54

Shares

% of issued
capital

Shareholder spread

2 533

41.97

80 868 644

100 001 – 1 000 000

457

7.57

137 869 730

6.03

Over 1 000 000

207

3.43 2 059 324 643

90.02

6 035

100.00 2 287 303 523

100.00

Total

Analysis of shareholders by classification is set out in the table below:
Number of
shareholders

% of total
shareholders

Shares

% of issued
capital

196

3.25

886 790 285

38.78

Distribution of shareholders
Collective investment schemes
Organs of State
Retirement benefit funds
Custodians
Retail shareholders

3

0.05

633 585 441

27.70

135

2.24

274 296 858

11.99

62

1.03

160 988 359

7.04

4 512

74.76

85 838 599

3.75

24

0.40

73 969 007

3.23

756

12.53

60 501 602

2.65

Managed funds

19

0.31

24 987 486

1.09

Stockbrokers and nominees

18

0.30

23 757 301

1.04

Foundations and charitable funds

81

1.34

18 060 617

0.79

Assurance companies
Trusts

102

1.69

14 336 758

0.63

Scrip lending

13

0.22

8 547 847

0.37

Hedge funds

7

0.12

6 140 008

0.27

63

1.04

4 448 683

0.19

Private companies

Close corporations

5

0.08

3 961 107

0.17

Medical aid funds

10

0.17

3 798 322

0.17

Public companies

6

0.10

1 390 097

0.06

14

0.23

992 685

0.04

Insurance companies

7

0.12

795 405

0.03

Unclaimed scrip

2

0.03

117 056

0.01

100.00 2 287 303 523

100.00

Share schemes

Investment partnerships

Total

76

6 035
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Analysis of shareholders by public and non-public holders is set out in the table below:
Number of
shareholders

% of total
shareholders

Shares

% of issued
capital

11

0.18

600 630 637

26.26

Direct holding

6

0.10

984 633

0.04

Indirect holding

2

0.03

1 612 753

0.07

1

0.02

3 883 009

0.17

0.03

Shareholder type
Non-public shareholders
Directors and associates of the Company

Treasury shares
Forfeitable staff incentive scheme
Holders holding more than 10%
594 150 242

25.98

Public shareholders

6 024

99.82 1 686 672 886

73.74

Total

6 035

100.00 2 287 303 523

100.00

Government Employees Pension Fund

2

Number of
shares

% of issued
capital

Geographical breakdown
2 092 292 110

91.48

United States

88 908 548

3.89

United Kingdom

62 740 290

2.74

Namibia

27 766 841

1.21

Belgium

7 025 344

0.31

Other countries

8 570 390

0.37

2 287 303 523

100.00

South Africa

Total

Results Presentations
Interim results presentation – Cape Town
Interim results presentation – Johannesburg
Year-end results presentation – Cape Town
Year-end results presentation – Johannesburg

Tuesday, 30 August 2016
Wednesday, 31 August 2016
Tuesday, 28 February 2017
Wednesday, 1 March 2017

Annual General Meeting
Cape Town registered office

Friday, 20 May 2016
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Glossary
AFHCO/AFHCO Group
AFHCO Holdings Proprietary Limited and its subsidiaries
acquired by SA Corporate on 1 July 2014.
Antecedent distribution
When shares are issued part way through a distribution
period, those shares are entitled to the full distribution
on payment date. In order not to dilute existing
shareholders’ distributions, new shares issued during a
period are therefore required to contribute a pro rata
amount towards the upcoming distribution, which they
effectively receive back on payment of the distribution.
BBBEE
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment Act No. 53 of
2003 as amended by Act No. 46 of 2013.
(BEE Black Economic Empowerment).
Bps
Basis points expressed as a hundredth of a percentage.
Broll
Broll Property Group Proprietary Limited, SA Corporate’s
property manager for its traditional portfolio.
Capital return
Movement in the share price expressed as a percentage
of the opening share price.
Capitalisation (cap) rates
The interest rate or yield at which the annual net income
from an investment is capitalised to ascertain its capital
value at a given date.
CISP
A Collective Investment Scheme in Property, previously
known as a Property Unit Trust.
CISCA
Collective Investment Schemes Control Act, No.45 of
2002.
Closed period
A closed period is defined in the JSE Listings Requirements
as:
n

n

n

n

the date from the financial year-end up to the date
of the earliest publication of the preliminary report,
abridged report or provisional report;
the date from the expiration of the first six-month
period of a financial year up to the date of publication
of the interim results;
the date from the expiration of the second six-month
period of the financial year up to the date of publication
of the second interim results, in cases where the
financial period covers more than 12 months; and
any period when an issuer, or any listed major
subsidiary thereof, or any of their listed securities,
are either dealing with, or executing actions, which in
terms of the JSE Listings Requirements are considered
to be price sensitive.

The Company
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited, registration number
2015/015578/06, listed on the JSE Limited with effect
from 1 July 2015 as a diversified REIT.
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Corporate REIT
A Real Estate Investment Trust that is a company with
shares listed on the JSE, and in the case of a conversion
means the company that acquired the assets and
liabilities of the CISP.
Cps
Cents per share.
Cpu
Cents per unit.
Current historic yield
The distributions for the previous 12 months divided by
the current share price.
Discount rates
A rate of return used to convert a monetary sum, payable
or receivable in the future, into a present value.
Distributable earnings
Net income that arises from the core business of the
Group, i.e. net rental income after expenses but excluding
all items of a capital nature.
Distribution
The distributable earnings of the Group as distributed to
shareholders. The Company does not pay any taxation on
its distributions and shareholders receive pre-tax rentals,
interest and dividends on a conduit principle. Distributions
are paid six monthly in March and September for the
periods ending 31 December and 30 June respectively.
DMTN
Domestic Medium-Term Note.
Exit yield
Income for the following 12 months divided by the sale
price, expressed as a percentage.
The Fund
SA Corporate Real Estate Fund, a Collective Investment
Scheme in property.
Gross property expenses
The sum of property administration fees and property
expenses.
Historic yield
The distributions for the previous 12 months divided by
the closing share price expressed as a percentage.
IFRS
International Financial Reporting Standards.
Income (dividend/distribution) yield
Distributions for the previous 12 months divided by
the opening share price for the year, expressed as a
percentage.
Initial (forward) yield
Expected income for the following 12 months divided by a
current value/price, expressed as a percentage.
Interest cover
Interest cover is calculated as the number of times that
distributable earnings, before net interest and taxation
covers interest paid.
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Internalisation
The economic internalisation of the ManCo of the Fund
which resulted in the ManCo taking over the asset
management function from OMP.
IPD
Investment Property Databank South Africa.

SA Corporate or the Group
SA Corporate Real Estate Limited and its subsidiaries and
prior to the REIT conversion, SA Corporate Real Estate
Fund (“the Fund”) and its subsidiaries.

JSE
JSE Limited.
King III
King Code and Report on Corporate Governance for
South Africa, 2009.
KPA
Key performance area.
KPI
Key performance indicator
LTV
Loan to value. Loan value expressed as a percentage
of direct and indirect property investments (excluding
straight-line rental adjustment).
ManCo
SA Corporate Real Estate Fund Managers Proprietary
Limited. Converted from a public to a private company
during the year.
Net asset value (“NAV”)
The net asset value of the Company, expressed in cents
per share, is the net assets of the Company divided by
the shares in issue at the end of the year.
Net property expenses
Gross property expenses less recovery of property expenses.
Premium/(discount) to net asset value
The difference between the price at which the shares are
trading and the net asset value, divided by the net asset
value. A discount means that the shares are trading at a
price below the asset value and a premium that they are
trading above the asset value.
Property portfolio
Properties identified in the property portfolio on pages 67
to 72 of the Annual Financial Statements. The properties
are held by the subsidiaries of the Company. The property
portfolio comprises:
n

Investment property at valuation

n

Property under development

n

Properties classified as held for disposal

Property Sector Charter (“PSC”)
A transformation charter, published in the Government
Gazette in June 2012 in terms of section (9)1 of the
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act, No. 53
of 2003 which will remain effective until the new PSC,
that has been published for comment, is approved.
OMP
Old Mutual Property Proprietary Limited.

REIT
Real Estate Investment Trust, which is an investment
vehicle that invests in, and derives income from, real
estate properties. Profits are taxed in the hands of
investors.

SAPOA
South African Property Owners’ Association.
SAPY/J253
JSE SA Property Index.
Standing portfolio
Properties in the portfolio that have been held for the full
current year and the comparable 12 months in the prior
year. Acquisitions, developments and disposals in either
the current or prior year are excluded from the standing
portfolio.
Straight-line adjustment
An accounting adjustment required in terms of IFRS
to smooth fixed escalated rental income and interest
expense on stepped-rate debt over the period of the
lease/debt. For example, if a lease is subject to an 8%
annual escalation clause of five years, the cumulative
accrued rental income over the five-year period is
divided by five years to determine the annual straightline amount. Distributable earnings are calculated by
excluding the straight-line adjustment. Distributable
earnings are calculated using the accrued rentals as
opposed to a smoothed rental.
Tenant retention (renewal) rate %
The retention rate is calculated as the total square metres
renewed expressed as a percentage of the total square
metres expired during the same period.
Total investment portfolio
The property portfolio and
investment.

other

property-related

Total returns
Total returns are calculated as the income yield plus
the capital return, assuming that the distributions are
reinvested into shares.
Units and shares
Due to the structure of the Fund as a Property Unit
Trust, shares were referred to as units and shareholders
as unitholders. Units were traded on the JSE in exactly
the same way as shares in listed companies are traded.
Effective 1 July 2015 the unitholders received one share
for each unit held in the Fund and became shareholders.
Vacancy as percentage of lettable space
Unoccupied space (excluding unoccupied space in
development buildings) in square metres divided by total
lettable space.
Vacancy as percentage of total income
Lost rental from unoccupied space (excluding unoccupied
space in development buildings) divided by total rentals.
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ADMINISTRATION
REGISTERED OFFICE
South Wing, First Floor
Block A, The Forum
North Bank Lane
Century City 7441
Postnet Suite 1051
Private Bag X2
Century City 7446
Tel: +27 21 529 8410
Fax: +27 21 529 8450

AFHCO HOLDINGS PROPRIETARY LIMITED

TRANSFER SECRETARIES

Computershare Investor Services
Proprietary Limited
Ground Floor
70 Marshall Street
Johannesburg 2001
PO Box 61051
Marshalltown 2107
Tel: +27 11 370 5000
Fax: +27 11 688 5218

SPONSORS

AFHCO Corner

Nedbank Corporate and Investment Banking,
a division of Nedbank Limited

1st Floor

3rd Floor, Corporate Place, Nedbank Sandton

64 Siemert Road

135 Rivonia Road

New Doornfontein 2094

Sandown 2196

Tel: +27 11 224 2400

PO Box 1144

COMPANY SECRETARY
Ben Swanepoel
South Wing, First Floor
Block A, The Forum
North Bank Lane
Century City 7441
Tel: +27 21 529 8404

Johannesburg 2000

BANKERS

First National Bank,
a division of FirstRand Bank Limited
Global Transactional Services – Cape Town
24th Floor
Portside
5 Buitengracht Street

PROPERTY MANAGER

Cape Town 8001

First Floor

Cape Town 8000

Broll Property Group Proprietary Limited
27 Fricker Road
Illovo 2196
PO Box 1455
Saxonwold 2132
Tel: +27 11 441 4000
Fax: +27 11 441 4203

AUDITORS

Deloitte & Touche
1st Floor, The Square
Cape Quarter
27 Somerset Road
Green Point
Cape Town 8005
Tel: +27 21 427 5300
Fax: +27 21 674 3076

PO Box 367
Tel. +27 87 736 5538

INVESTOR RELATIONS
Rory Mackey

Tel: +27 11 783 7389
Fax: +27 86 524 0869
E-mail: info@sacorp.co.za
www.sacorporatefund.co.za

South Wing, First Floor
Block A, The Forum
North Bank Lane
Century City 7441
Postnet Suite 1051
Private Bag X2
Century City 7446
Tel: +27 21 529 8410
Fax: +27 21 529 8450

www.sacorporatefund.co.za

